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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The first successful proton NMR expenirents were reported in 1346 almost
simultaneously on solids (Purcell) and on liquids (Bloch). Since then, liquid
state proton NMR has become a powerful analytical tool, especially in the
field of organic chemistry.
In the high and homogeneous magnetic fields that are available nowadays every
chemically different nucleus gives rise to one narrow I m o or a multiplet of
lines. The position of the peaks is characteristic of the electronic environ
ment of the nucleus while the intensity is proportional to the number of
equivalent nuclei. Tne multiplet structure is determined by the presence of
other nuclei m

the vicinity of the nucleus jnder investigation. NMR can,

therefore, be used in nany cases to characterize a compound or a mixture of
compounds, using these properties. Sophisticated techniques have been developed
to analyse the more complicated spectra of molecules of high molecular weight.
With the advent of Fourier transform spectroscopy

С NMR has also become

feasible and has risen to the level of routine analytical tool almost at par
with proton NMR. Carbon atoms are usually more characteristic for an organic
compound than protons. Moreover, the large range of
it easier to analyse the

С spectra tnan the

С chemical shifts makes

H spectra.

Although it is common practice to speak of the chemical shift σ of a nucleus
it is important to realize that σ is in fact a tensor quantity. Because of
the rapid tumbling of the molecules in a liquid sample only the average value
of σ is measured which is called the isotropic chemical shift or simply the
chemical shift.
In a rigid lattice the tensor character of the chemical shift is not averaged
and can in principle be measured. Unfortunately, the linewidths in a solid
state NMR spectrum are larger than in a liquid state spectrum and generally
much larger than the chemical shift anisotropy. This linewidth is caused by
the dipolar interaction between nuclear spins. In liquids the influence of
the dipolar interaction is eliminated because of the tumbling of the molecules
but in solids it causes a linebroadenmg which for protons can be of the
order of 40 kHz.
In several ways one has been successful in reducing the effect of the dipolar
interaction on the linewidtn m

solids. First of all, the work of Andrew

who introduced "magic angle spinning" in 1958 deserves mention: the sample
1

is spun around an axis making an angle of 54 44' (the magic angle) with the
static magnetic field. In this way all anisotropic interactions, in particular
the dipolar interaction and the anisotropic chemical shift, are averaged out
[An71 ] . This method has been effectively applied to a nunber of compounds but
1
13
in many cases the H or the
С linewidth requires unattainable spinning
frequencies of ^ 30 kHz.
In the past several years other methods were developed with which high
resolution can be obtained by applying electronic perturbations to the sample.
For protons, the "WAhUHA" pulse trchnque [ Наб
for

С "Proton Enhanced

] іч most successful while

С NMR" [ Pi73 ] has become very popular. Tne

principles of these techniques are described η

chapters II and III of this

thesis. It has been shown that they both conserve the chemical shift anisotropy.
The basic ideas of Proton Enhanced
(1) the
13

С -

С NMR are:

С interaction is small because of the low abundance of the

С isotope
(2) the

С -

Η interaction is decoupled by strong rf irradiation at the

resonance frequency of the protons
(3) the intrinsic low

С sensitivity is enhanced by a double resonance process.

We have used this technique to measure the

С chemical shielding tensors in

single crystals of acetic acid, para-xylene and acetophenone. The results of
these measurements are presented in chapter V. Although the interest in
theoretical calculations of the chemical snift nas increased since the
development of these techniques it is not possible yet to give a quantitative
explanation for the observed effects.
In powdered samples the chemical shift anisotropy gives rise to linebroadening
since all crystal orientations are present simultaneously. In favourable cases
it is possible to obtain the principal values of the chemical shielding tensor
from the lineshape of an NMR powder spectrum, but usually the overlap between
the lines obscures this information.
In 19 76 Schaefer et al. reported the first experiments in which the combination
of Proton Enhanced

С NMR with magic angle spinning is used to obtain high

resolution in solid powders [ Sc76 ] . The effect of the dipolar interaction is
removed by rf irradiation while the effect of the chemical shift anisotropy
is removed by sample spinning. Spinning frequencies of ъ 3 kHz are sufficient
in this case.
With this technique the isotropic chemical shift of the

С nuclei in a

powdered sample can be measured, thus making it extremely useful for the study
2

of insoluble compunds. It is expected tnat PREMAS (PRoton Enhanced Magic
Angle Spinning) will give valuable information on the relation between
macroscopic and microscopic properties of polymer materials. For this purpose
a PREMAS spectrometer was built in our laboratory. In chapter VI we present
preliminary results that have been obtained with this spectrometer to
demonstrate the power of the technique.

CHAPTER II

THEORY; PRINCIPLLS OF SOLID STATE NMR

II. 1 Introduction
In this chapter we will give the theoretical framewor< for the experiments
described in this thesis. We have studied diaraagnetic organic materials
containing mainly nuclei with 1 = 0

and I = - , the concentration of nuclei

with a higher spin quantum number is too low to be of influence. As a conse
quence there are no quadrupolar and no hyperfine interactions. The samples have
been sub]ected to a large static magnetic field and to one or more smaller
magnetic fields perpendicular to this static field oscillating linearly at radio
frequencies (MHz) . The relevant Hamiltoman for our purpose can be separated
into a "Zee-nan", a "radio frecuency", a "dipolar" and a "chemical shielding"
part

К =К
Ζ

+ Jf ^ + К
rf

+Ж
d

(II. 1.1)

es

In the following sections we will discuss these ter-ns in turn. The Hamiltomans
and energies will be expressed in frequency units, and Σ will represent a
summation over all nuclei ι in the sample, unless otherwise stated.
We will also introduce in this chapter a number of concepts which are indispens
able for a good understanding of high resolution NMR in solids, in particular
the concepts of the rotating frame, spin te-nperature and spin locking.

II 2 External interactions
The interaction of a system of nuclear spins with a static magnetic field Η
о
and with a magnetic field of amplitude 2H, << Η
1
о
oscillating at a frequency χ perpendicular to Η is given by

applied in the ζ direction

Χ4.=,Η'„+Ή·, = - 5 γ
Η Ι
- Σ . , 2H. cosDt I
ext
Ζ
rf
ι ι о zi
ι ι
1
χι
where γ

(II.2.1)

is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus 1.

The effect of the alternating fields usually can be neglected unless the
frequency ω is close to the Zeeman splitting γ

Η

(fig. II.1.a). In that case

transitions can be induced between the energy levels of the spin system and
the rf field is no longer a small perturbation. For a description of this
4

phenomenon i t

is

convenient t o transform t o a r o t a t i n g frame of r e f e r e n c e ; we

postpone t h i s t o s e c t i o n
I I . 3 Dipolar

II.6.

interaction

Tne d i p o l a r i n t e r a c t i o r between n u c l e a r ч р п з i s w r i t t e n
If

= ? γ
d

Η

i l

ΗΊ · I
li

= Σ Σ γ
ι

1

]

1

γ
3

Í · D
:

ID

as

( I I . 3.1)

· I
ι

is called the local field experienced by nucleus ι due to the interaction

with all other nuclei in the sample via their magnetic moments. D

is a

traceless symmetrie second rank tensor. It depends on the distance between
spins ι and j and on their relative orientation. It is useful to expand tne
spin dependent part in eq. II.3.1 in terms of the I , I
the spatial part in terms of the polar coordinates θ
orientation of the internuclear vector r

and I

and φ

operators and
defining the

with respect to a laboratory axes

system with ζ // II . The result is
If, = Ι Σ γ γ h г" 3 (A + В + С + D + E + F)
d
Κ] ι ]
i]

(II.3.2)

where
A = - (3 cos 2 8
13

в = I (3 cos2e
4
С = - 2- sinO

13

D = - - sinO
2

- 1) I
I
zi Z3

- η (i
13
cosS

13

cos8
13

ι

+1 -3
exD (-ιφ

+i

exp (+ιφ
13

ι )

-1 +3
) (ι
1
+1
1 1
13
zi +3
+1 Z3
13

) (I
1
+1
1 )
zi -3
-1 Z3

3
2
E = - - sin θ
exp (-2ιφ
) I
I
4
13
13
+1 +3
3
2
F = - - sin θ
exp (+2ιφ ) I
I
4
13
13
-1 -3
The local field is usually of the order of several kHz and since Η >> Η,
о
li
first order perturbation tneory permits us to drop all terms that do not
commute with 7f

Choosing H

parallel to the ζ axis one can easily verify that

A is always secular, while В is only secular when γ

= γ . The other terms

C, D, E and F are always non-secular. В is called the flip flop term since it
induces a simultaneous transition of two spins in the opposite direction.
No energy is lost during a flip flop transition of like spins. Interaction
5

of nucleus i with one neighbouring nucleus splits the Zeeman levels by an
-3
2
amount a.. proportional to r., (3 cos G.. - 1) (fig. Il.l.b).
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In a rigid lattice the nucleus has many neighbours, each with a different
value of r., and .,. The result is a Gaussian distribution of energy levels,
ID
13
centered at the original Zeeman levels {fig. II.l.c). The width of this
distribution ΔΗ and the width or, more generally, the second moment [ Va48 ]
of the resulting NMR line can be calculated from first principles in terms of
rT

3

ID

(3 c o s V . - I) .
13

The rigid lattice linewidth is of the order of H,. which amounts to 10 - 40 kHz
li

for protons. It is reduced if molecular motions are present that (partially)
average out the dipolar interaction. In particular, the dipolar broadening in
liquids vanishes completely due to the rapid tumbling of the molecules
(Brownian motions) so that narrow lines are observed. The highly resolved
structure in these spectra is due to weak interactions such as the chemical
shift described in the next section. Solid state NMR has been used to obtain
information on the crystal parameters r.. and

.,, but it has found its widest

application in the study of molecular motions and phase transitions through
second moment and relaxation data analysis [A172 ] .

6

II.4 Chemical snielding
II.4.1 Theory of the chemical shielding
The chemcal shielding describes the irteraction of a nuclear spin with an
effective field produced at the nucleus by the surrounding electrons. In
diamagnetic materials this is a second order effect proportional to H

since

in first order there is no net electron spin and no orbital angular momentum.
The static field induces electronic circulations and polarization that partly
"shield" the nuclear spins

TC
CS

σ

1

= Σ γ
1

н · σ · ι
1

О

(II.4.1)

1

is a dimensionless tensor quantity representing the shift of the resonance

frequency of nuclejs ι in bulk matter viith respect to that of a bare nucleus.
Usually it is tabulated in parts per million (ppm) with respect to the shift
of a certain nucleus in some reference compound.
A rigorous theoretical treatment of the chemical shielding was first given
by Ramsey [ Ra50 ]. The component σ

a

of the shielding tensor of a particular

Cip

n u c l e u s ι i n a t o m i c u n i t s c a n b e w r i t t e n a s [ Ap74 ]
σ 1 ,, = \ c~2
αβ
2

<0 | Σ Г
P P

3

(г2 6 „ - r
r0 ) I 0 >
ρ aS
αρ βρ '

(II.4.2.a)

- с " 2 Re Σ (E, - Ε l " 1 < 0 I 1 r " 3 L
| к > < к ' Σ L0
| О >
к
к
ο
ρ ρ
αρ
ρ βρ
( І І . 4 . 2 . Ь )
The summations run over all electrons ρ and over all excited electronic states
к of the molecule; r is the vector connecting the nucleus with electron ρ
p
and L

is the angular momentum operator of electron p. Calculation of the

"paramagnetic" contribution, eq. 11.4.2.1), requires knowledge of the excited
states | к > of the electronic system. Ditchfield [ Di76 ] , using gauge in
variant atomic Orbitals, performed ab initio calculations on relatively simple
molecules which are in close agreement with measured shifts. For larger
molecules only semiempincal calculations are available today [ Eb77 ] .
Clearly, knowledge of all the components of σ

provides a much more severe

test on the accuracy of these calculations than does the isotropic shift
σ1
= \ Tr {σ 1 } = ± (о 1 + σ 1
+ σ1 )
iso
3
3
xx
yy
zz

(li.4.3)

7

which is measured in liquids. The excited states that contribute to a
->•

ι

particular component σ

are selected by the angular momentum operator L

[ Ke74 ] . For instance, the L

operator has matrix elements only between states

With χ ana y symmetry ισ > σ* transitions). We will refer to this kind of
calculations in chapter V, where we discuss our measurements of the chemical
shielding tensors in some organic single crystals.
II.4.2 Chemical shift in single crystals
Since chemical shifts are small ("o ppm) we may apply first order perturbation
theory to eq. II.4.1. For the shift of the energy levels we find (dropping
for tne moment the index i)

< π ι | γ Η · σ · ΐ | π ι > = π ι γ σ Η
O
L o

(II.4.4)

wnere σ τ represents the component of с parallel to Η . If we want to calculate
L
о
σ from the components of σ in some axes system (x, y, z) we have to perform
L
the transformation [ We73 ]

σ

= ft • σ •

ft

(II.4.5)

>-

where ή is the unit vector pointing in the direction of Η . Expressing ft in
о
terms of the polar coordinates θ and φ (fig. II.2) we find
2
1
2
ar = σ
cos Э + - (σ
+ σ ) sin θ
L
ζζ
2
χχ
yy
1
2
2
+ ~ (σ
- σ ) sin θ cos2ò + σ
sin θ sin2d>
2
χχ
yy
xy
+ 2 σ
sinO cosQ cosò + 2 σ
sin9 соз
xz
yz

sin*

(II.4.6)

This is the expression for the shift measured in a single crystal in terms of
_

->•

the components of σ and the polar angles θ and ф of Η

both with respect to
о

the same axes system (x, y, z ) . In a liquid sample θ and φ are modulated
rapidly and only the average of eq. 11.4.6 is measured which is equal to the
isotropic value defined in eq. II.4.3.

8

'ijsve

Γ". "

Defifit-'on
voLuv amlpr:

of tne
9 αηα ì.

II.4.3 Powder pattern I m e shape
A powder consists of a large number of crystallites having a random orientation
relative to Η . The chemical shift of the nuclei depends on this orientation
(eq. II.4.6) and the NMR spectrum, disregarding dipolar broadening, will be
a sjperposition of lines within the maximum and minimjm value of σ . We will
derive the lineshape for an axially symmetric tensor. In that case, taking
the x, у and ζ axes in eq. II.4.6 as the principal axes f the measured shift is
equal to

σ

= (σ» - σ. ) cos 6 + σ

(II.4.7)

σ
= σ
(axial symmetry).
where σ., = σ
and σ.
Il
zz
1
χχ
yy
Now, if N(r) is the lumber of nuclei for wnich the shift is σ and if P(S ) is
the probability of finding a tensor whose orientation is given by Ω = (θ, φ)
we must have

Ν(σ) do = P(0) d.T

When the material is truly

(II.4.8)

powdered Ρ(Ω) is independent of 4. Thus, since

the intensity of the NMR resonance Ι(σ) is proportional to Ν(σ), eq. II.4.8
can be rewritten as

Ι(σ) do « dfi

(II.4.9)

9

which leads to, asinq eq. II.4.7 and the equality d'2 = sinO dO dçi

К " ) « {(7|- r>i ) (i - σ 1 ) } '

¿

'*L < π < α ι,

= 0

(TI. 4. 10)

elsewhere

The lineshape of a nonaxial tensor is more complicated but can be calculated
in an analogous way [ Me76 ] .

II.5 The rotating frame
We will now describe the effect of an oscillatinrj magnetic field on a system
of spins I with gyromagnetic ratio / in a large static field H . The oscillating
field can be aeconpobed in two counterrotating components, rotating in the
xy plane perpendicular to H . In very good approximation only the component
rotating in the same sense as the spins precessing around H

influences the

behaviour of the spins while the counterrotating component can be neglected.
In a frane of reference which rotates with the sane frequency и as the rotating
field H

this field is stationary. In such a frame the spins obey the same

equatioi.s of motion as in ^he laboratory f^ame only if α fictitious magnetic
field is introduced with a magnitude j/γ and antiparallel to Η . This is very
о
similar to what happens in classical mechanics when a transformation is
performed to a rotating axes system; an observer in this rotating frano also
feels fictitious forces like centrifugal and Conolis forces.
It is readily shown that in the rotating ^rame the Hamiltoman describing a
i/R
spin system transforms to И
I?

= R 1С R " 1 - ι R - |

R"1

(II.5.1)

at

wnere R is tne quantunmechanical operator that produces a rotation with
frequency ω, equal to the frequency of the rf field, around the ζ axis

R = exp (- ι ω t 5 I )
ι zi
The l a s t term in eq.

I I . 5 . 1 generates the f i c t i t i o u s

Evaluating t h i s for ïf

= DC + JC

ext
Я* t = - ? {(Ύ Η
ext
i
o
10

(II.5.2)

Ζ

f i e l d along

z.

(eq. I I . 2 . 1 ) one o b t a i n s

rf

- ω) I
zi

+ γ Η. I
}
1 χι

(II.5.3)

T-iis equation shows that in the rotating fraiie the spins feel an effective
field H eqjal to
e
H

e

= (H

ο

(II.5.4)

- α,/γ) ζ + Η, χ

1

where χ and ζ are unit vectors pointing along the χ and ζ axis of the rotating
frame, respectively (fig. II.3).

7 «e

Θ

iigure
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a)

The effective

(b) Cnergy

leoels

field

in the votatirQ

in the rotatirg

frame.

frame.

When ω = γ Η (resonance) the effective field reduces to H.. It is important
о
1
to realize that in the rotating frame representation the spins I (assuming
I = -) have two energy levels with a Zeeman splitting equal to
ω

e

= γΗ
e

(II.5.5)

Ύ Η
which i s Tiuch s m a l l e r than γ Η , a t l e a s t when ω
ο·
о
То find the dipolar interaction, or any other interaction, in the rotating

frame representation one must evaluate

7

1
Í
d = R ^d к"

Since [ R, I

(II.5.6)

] = 0 the secular part of the dipolar interaction is not affected

by this transformation. The non-secular part, however, becomes time dependent,
oscillating with frequencies ω and 2u. These frequencies are much higher than
11

L , the Zoonan solittinq in the rotating frame, and tnerefore the tine
e
depon lont terns of the dj-nolar interaction car bo nogloctoa. Thus, as far as
"K

^s corcerned transtor-ation to tne rotating fraine is equ-valent to applying

the strong fiold a^proxination in the laboratory frane.
т

Rosunng wo can say I hat the оиг юзе of the rotating frame reprobontation is
to deal witn the time aooendert rf field. In tho rotating frame all external
fields iro static while tne time dependence is transferred to the non-secular
terms of tao dipolar interaction which can be discarded because c* their nonsecular character.
The motion of the spins under the influence of a resonant rf field is hard to
describe in tho laboratory fraire

In the rotating frame they perform a simple

precession arour d 11 . Ihib picture is very helo-ul in (»escribing a conventional
pulsed NMR experiment ( Fa"? 1 |
An rf field H

is appl_el along, say, tne y axis of the rotating frane at tne

exact resonance freqjency of the spins. The magnetization M which is initially
о
along the ζ axis will now start to process around II = II . When it is rotated
over 90

towards tre χ axis IJ is suddenly switched off (whence the name 90

Dulse). In the rotating frane there is no effective field anymore and M

will
о

remain parallel to the χ axis. Viewed tron the laboratory frane the magnetiza
tion is processing ir tne xy plane. Τ u s incaces in a coil perpendicular to
H

an rf voltage with frequency

equal to the resonance frequency of the

spins. When there are more sites in the sample, "ach with a different chemcal
snift, the rf voltage contains a frequency comoorent at ν (1 - σ
o
L

for every

chemically different nucleus i. tourier transformation yields the NMR spectrum.
The precessine magnetisation is called Free Induction Decay, it decays because
after the 90

sulso we have created a ron-equilibriurr situation and the system

will relax towards its equilibrium state again which means that
(a) <-he transverse nagnetization in the xy plane will decay to 7ero with a
time constant Τ
(b) nagnetization builds up along Η

towards its initial value M

with a time

constant Τ .
Τ

and Τ

need not be equal. Τ

Τ

is governed by spin-spin interactions

In most liquids Τ

= Τ

is governed by s o m - l a t t i c e

but in solids Τ

(predominantly
' Τ

interactions wnile

flip flop i n t e r a c t i o n s ) .

because of the strong dipolar

interaction between spins.
To describe the behaviour of the spin system during a time t for which
Τ

12

·' t < Τ

the concept of spin temperature is introduced in the next section.

II.6 Soin temperatbre
II.6.1 In the laboratory frame
Tho stare of a spin syster can be debcribed by a dcribity -natnx

7

| ^о 0 ] .

Within the density matrix fornalism tne expectation value of any oporator Q
is given oy

< Q •> = Tr { Г Q ''>

When the systeTi is m

(II.6.1)

intornal equilibnam (t ~· T,) tho density matrix іч

diaconal (randon phase approximation) and can be written аь

ι = Z - 1 exp (- Il If / к Τ )

(II. 6.2)

where Ζ is a nornalization constant such tnat Tr {
Τ

^ = 1.

is defined ad hoc as the spin temperature. Essentially it need not be

equal to tne temperature of the lattice Τ , it only describes tie Dooulation
of the energy levels. Due to spin-lattice interactions Τ
Τ

IJ

will relax towards

within a time of the order of Τ .
1

Fo^ convenience the inverse spin terperature -s

3 = h / к Τ

(II.6.3)

often called simply the spin temperature has been introduced [ Go70 ] . Just as
in ordinary thermodynamics the (spin) te-nperature descrioes tho ochaviour of
the system as a whole while the benaviour of the individual particles
Ν
N
(obtained in principle by solving a (21 + 1)

* (21 + 1)

density matrix) is

too coirplicated to be calculated.
A thermodynamic picture of a spin system coupled to the lattice via the spinlattice relaxation time Τ

is given in fig. 11.4. The Zeeman energy contained

in this reservoir is equal to
E = Tr - ρ "1С } = - β С h
Ζ
О

(ΙΙ.6.Ί)

corresponding to a macroscopic magnetization

M

=vhTr{''I
ο

} = ß C H
ζ

(II.6.5)
о
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С i s t h e Curie c o n s t a n t which i s equal t o
С = | γ 2 h 2 I (I + 1) Ν

(11.6.6)

where N i s t h e number of s p i n s in t h e

figure

reservoir.
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II.6.2 In the rotating frame
When the rf field is applied for a time that is long compared to Τ

the

Hamiltonian is not time independent and cq. II.6.2 is not valid because the
random phase approximation does not hold.
In liquid samples, where Τ

= Τ , strong rf irradiation may cause saturation,

i.e. a reduction of the population difference between the energy levels, as
predicted by the Bloch equations [Ab61 ] . Redfield demonstrated I Re55 ] that
when both Τ

> Τ

(solids) and Η

> (ν Τ )

the Bloch equations do not

describe the behaviour of the magnetization properly. He postulated the
concept of a spin temperature in the rotating frame to explain the observed
behaviour.
As we saw in the previous section the Hamiltonian of a spin system is effec
tively time independent in the rotating frame due to the truncation of fast
oscillating terms, even when an rf field is applied. This suggests that the
spin system can be described by a density matrix in the rotating frame
p R = Z - 1 exp (- h •KR / к T R )

(II.6.7)

corresponding to a Boltzmann distribution of the spins among the energy levels
in the rotating frame (fig. II.3). Eventually, due to spin-lattice interactions, the rotating frame spin temperature Τ
14

will relax towards an

R
R
equilibrium value Τ · Τ is not equal to Τ but proportional to it. The
L
L
L
proportiorality constant can be calculated exactly [ Go70 ] but we will not
reproduce this calculation here.
Expressions similar to eqs. 11.6.4 and II.6.5 for the energy and the
magnetization in the rotating frame can be derived when the substitutions
R
R
ρ ->- ρ , β • 3 and Η -> Η are made.
ο
e
II. 7 Spin locking
We now turn to the discussion of an important phenomenon known as "spin
locking" . It is an effective way to cool a soin system to "- 1 К and keep it
cool for a considerable amount of time.
A 90 pulse is applied at the exact resonance frequency of a spin system in
equilibrium with the lattice with H

along the y axis of the rotating frame

(fig. II.5) .

Figure

IT.5

Spin

look pulse

(1) 90° rotatiov

seq.ie^ice.
o" the

(2) 90° phxae shift

The magnetization M

magnetization,

of the vf

field.

precesses towards the χ axis just as in an ordinary pulsed

NMR experiment. Instead of switching off the rf field after the pulse, it is
phase shifted over 90

so that Η

is now along x, parallel to the magnetization.

No torque acts on M anymore and it will remain aligned along H for as long
о
1
as the rf field is applied.
The initial magnetization M

is given by Curie's law, eq. II.6.5. Its value

will not change much during the 90 pulse, the phase shift and the establishment
of internal equilibrium so that after a time 'ь τ

15

R

M
о

= ßT С Η = , С H,
L
о
1

(IT. 7.1)

Thus the spin temperature in the rotating frame directly after tne phase shift
is

:>R = % (H
L o

/ H.)
1

(IT.7.2)

Of course spin-lattico relaxation will try to heat the spin system to the
eqailibnun temperature again. The time constant involved in this process is
called T, . Viewed from the laboratory it is a relaxation of transverse
ІГ
magnetisation and according to the Bloch equations Τ

would oe equal to Τ

regardless of the magnitude of Η . Viewed from the rotating frame, however,
the magnetization is parallel to the effective field Η

and thjs the relaxation

is governed by spin-lattice interactions. Using the concept of a spin tempera
ture in the rotating frane one can show that indeed Τ
Τ

is of the order of

rather than of Τ . Thus, the magnetization remains locked and the spin

system is kept cool for a time that may last several seconds. Eventually after
a time long compared to Τ

the magnetization will have decayed towards a small

equilibrium value,
M
oo

= «f С H,
L

(IT.7.3)

1

When the rf field is suddenly switched off before this equilibrium is reached
the remaining magnetization decays towards zero with a time constant Τ

and

a normal Free Induction Decay can be recorded.
Τ

can be measured by spin locking the Boltzmann magnetization and measuring

the FID heigth as a function of r, the time it has been spin locked (see
chapter VI). When the FID is Fourier transformed the rotating frame spinlattice relaxation of all resolved peaks can be determined separately.
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CHAPTER III

THEORY; NMR LINE NARROWING TLCHVIQUbS

III.l Introduction
In section II.3 we debcribed briefly how structural information can зе
obtained from the linewidth or the second moment of a solid state NMR spectrum.
Chemical shift amsotronies can also be measured if they are large compared
to the dipolar linewicth. However, for the chemically interesting nuclei
H,

С and

F this is generally not true and only in favourable cases it is

possible to obtain detailed chemical shift information from lineshapp studies
[ Va68 ] . In the oast decade much effort nas boen spent in finding ways to
reduce the dipolar linewidth by applying external perturbations. At present
several techniques are known with whicn one can obtain "high resolution" in
solid state NMR spectroscopy [Me76, Ha76 ] .
In this chapter we will describe the principles of these techniques emphasizing
those we have used to obtain the results in chapter V and VI.
Let us consider a system containing two spin species I and S. The truncated
or secular dipolar Hamiltonian, which we will call If,, can be split into a
α
h o m o n u c l e a r and a h e t e r o r u c ^ e a r p a r t

d

7í

II

SS

Íi = Ы 3 Λ

,, r

(III.1.1)

IS

ki

í s = î<5 -2 >s Г1 \]
Ís = - Ϊ ІЧ YSh \l

(3 cos

\i - " (V \ - 3 ^

(3 c o s 2

(3 С 0 5 ?

\: -

1)

(S

V ^ - 3 s , i *Л

ік -1) ^ k S zi

Now suppose that we are interested m

^і1

(ІІІЛ

-2)

^11·1·3'
^11·1·4'

the NMR of the S spins. It is clear that

only the terms in eqs. III.1.3 and III.1.4 contribute to the dipolar linewidth
of tne S spin resonance. The expressions are the direct product of a radial,
an angular and a spin dependent part and line narrowing can be achieved by
making at least one of these terms small.
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III.2 Narrowing techniques
III.2.1 Magic angle spinning
Tne first attempts to suppress the dipolar broadering in solía state NMR
consisted of spinning the sample around an axis which makes the so-called
magic angle with the external field direction [An71 ] .
When the orientation of the molecules with respect to the magnetic field is
modulated rapidly, only the average dipolar interaction will influence the
NMR spectrum. In a liquid sample tne angle θ
vector r

is modulated in a random fashion due to the tumbling of the
2„
,-1
molecules. Since < cos 9 > = J
tne dipolar interaction, eq. III. 1.1,
1]

and Η

between the internuclear

о

vanishes so that narrow lines are observed in liquids.
When a solid sample is rotated the average value of f1
is equal to Э , the
1]
r
angle between the rotation axis and Η . If the rotation is rapid enough we
о
may 2„
substitute
θi] ->• θr in eqs.ni.1.2 - III. 1.4; by choosing θ such that
,-1
cos 9 = 3
the dipolar interaction reduces to zero. This angle is called
the magic angle and equal to 54 44'.
For an effective reduction of the dipolar linewidth ΛΗ the rotation frequency
ν

must be hiqh compared to this dipolar linewidth expressed in frequency units.

This can be qualitatively understood if one realizes that the inverse linewidth
may be considered as the dephasing time Τ

of the individual spins. Averaging

of eqs. III. 1.2 - III.1.4 is only allowed when the rotation period is short
compared to this dephasing time,

ν

>> τ

= γ ΔΗ

(III.2.1)

This condition is hard to fulfil experimentally in most solids, especially for
nuclei with a high gyromagnetic ratio. For protons, for example, rotation
frequencies of 10 - 30 4Hz are required. For this reason magic angle spinning
has not been applied on a large scale until recently another application was
discovered for which much lower spinning frequencies are required (see chapter
VI) .

III.2.2 Rf decoupling
Instead of modulating the orientation of the molecules to which the spins
are attached we can also modulate the orientation of the spins directly with
an externally applied magnetic field.
18

Ir fact, the truncation of the dipolar Hamiltoman renreser ts a partial
reduction of the dipolar interaction caused by the rapid orocession of the
spins around H .
с
As discussed in section II.5 this truncation can be achieved by transforming
to the rotating frame and neglecting all time dependent terns

7(* = κ π , R

1

(III.2.2)

Since 7(V in eq. III. 1.1 contains two spin species I and S we have to transform
to a twofold rotating frane, rotating with the resonance frequency of the
I spins in I spin space and with the resonance frequency of the S spins in
S spin space.
Such a transformation is generated by

R = exp (- ι u)_ t I - ι ω„ t S )
I
ζ
S
ζ
= exp (- ι ω t I ) exp (- ι ω„ t S )
Ι
ζ
S
ζ
where I
ζ

= S I ,
к

and

S

= 5 S
ζ

УК

(III.2.3)

71

1

The separation is allowed because [ I , S
independent of each other

] = 0 , i.e. botn spin spaces are

in first order.

HoTionuclear and heteronuclear decoupling is achieved by strong rf irradiation
near the resonance frequency of one of the spins. In a general case, the
external Hamiltoman of combined Zeeman and rf interaction is given by
7C
= j( + Χ
= - у ц ι - γ Η
S
ext
Ζ
rf
Ι ο ζ
S ο ζ
- 2 γ ι Η 1 ι Ι χ CO9.0J t - 2 γ 5 Н ^ 5 χ coso,,, t

(III.2.4)

The suffices I and S refer to the I and Ξ spin system, respectively.
Transformation of this Hamiltoman to the twofold rotating frame yields

íxt = -

-Ύι

(Y

H

I Ho - V

l

z

ii ^ - ^ » i s

8

(Y

«

S Ho - V

S

z
( Ι Ι Ι

·2·5)

To describe the effect of rf irradiation on the linewidth it is convenient to
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make a second transformatior Τ which tilts ti с
the χ axis, whore f is the angle between Η

/ axis over an angle Г towards

and the effective field И
o

e

(fig. Іт.З)
Τ = ехр (+ ι f Τ + ι Γ S )
I y
S y

(III.2.6)

The Hamiltonian in the tilted rotating frame becomes

Κ

—
TR
JÍ
1
= τ ' > Γ τ
= - γ τ Η τ Ι
- γ Η ,. S
ext
ext
I ei ζ
'S eS ζ

(III.2.7)

Thus, in the tilted rotating frame the ? axis is parallel to Η ,. for the I
el
spins and to Η
for the S spins.
-,R to the tilted rotating frame will bo described below
The transformation of ÏÏV
separately for the homonuclear and the heteronuclear interaction.

(a) homonuclear
To see how homonaclear spins can be decoupled let us transform и
to the
SS
tilted rotating frame defined above
1С"! = Τ Κ* Τ " 1 = S 5 i a
(3 c o s V - 1) (s' · S - 3 S
S >
SS
SS
К ] 2 i]
S
ι
]
zi Ζ]
+ i- i 3 a
(sinÇ со5 г ) (S
S
+ S
Ξ )
i<]
1]
S
S
XI 7J
zi X]
ν 3
- - -- a
i<] ¿ i ]

isin c.
(sin
ξ ] (S
S
- S
S )
ъ
xi xj
yi y]

(III.2.8)

where
3

a
13
When >
have

H

л

= ^ Y > t i r ( 3
2 ι J
i]

?i

cos i

- 1)

is large compared to this mteractior
>> li

(III.2.9)

13
(strong irradiation) we

and we may apply first order perturbation theory again.

This is equivalent to a transformation to a new frame of référence, rotating
with ω

= γ Η
around Η
for the Ξ spins and with αϊ
= γ Η
around
eb
'S eS
eS
^
el
I el
H ,. for the I spins (which do not concern us at the moment).
el
D = exp (- ι ω
el
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t I - ι и
tS)
ζ
eS
ζ

(III.2. 10)

The result for thp dipolar interaction, neglecting time dependent terms, is

7(

DTR

SS

=

K

TR

-1

ss

= Σ i. i a
ι'] 2

Now, when '

2

(3 cos "

i]

S

- 1) Ь

· S
L

- 3 S

Ξ

zi

-j

)

(I II. 2. 11)

¿j

is equal to the magic angle, i.e. when

H. s - /2 (IIo - - s / Cs!

(III.2. 12)

the dipolar interaction vanishes I Le6S ] .
One Tiight fear that cnemical shift interactions are also suppressed by this
rf decoupling technique. To check this, we transform the chemical shift
Hamltonian in eg. II. 4.4 to the double tilted rotating frame defined abov/e.
-DTR
~1 —1 —1
fr
= D Τ R Ί(
R
Τ
D
= Σ γ Η στ S
cosC
cs
cs
ι S o L zi
S
Thus, when the precession of the magnetization around h

(III.2. 13)
is recorded it

е

-І5

contains, apart from a reduction by a factor of cos^ = 3

all chemical shift

information that is contained in a normal FID. The resulting linewidth of this
experiment is detornned by tne mhonogeneity η

Η

over the sample, which is

usually large because tne rf coil is only slightly larger tnan the sample.
A pulse sequence which has become known as the WAHUHA pulse sequence was
developed by Waugh et al. [ Наб8 ] to compensate for this inhomogeneity. The
phase of these pulses, their duration and their separation are chosen such that
on the average EI is along the (1, 1, 1) axis of the rotating frame which also
makes the magic angle with H . The magnetization is observed during the
windows between pulses. More sophisticated pulse sequences have been developed
since tnen to compensate for phase ans flip angle errors [ Ί376 ] . These
1
19
31
teenmques have been used to measure tne H,
F and
Ρ chemical shielding
tensors m

a number of compounds.

A different approach was proposed by Yannoni and Vieth [ Ya76 ] but besides
a demonstration of its feasibility it has not been applied yet.

(b) heteronuclear
Transformation of the heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian, eq. III.1.4, to the
tilted rotating frame results

m
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..TR
-Я
-1
li
= Τ η
Τ
IS
IS
= - ? Σ Σ a , {Ι, Ξ
cosE,T cosÇ^. + I , S
sinÇ T sin ξ^
ι к ik
/к zi
Ί
S
xk χι
I
S
+ I , S
cos', sinÇ„ + I , Ь
ΞΐηΓ cobí„}
zk χι
I
S
xk zi
I
S

(III.2.14)

When the effective field is large only the first tprm of tnis equation is
secular and contributes to the linewidth.
Thus, to decouple the 1 spins from the S spins it is sufficient to irradiate
the sample with a strong rf ^ e l d at the exact resonance frequercy of one of
the spins (ζ

or £ equal to 90 ) . Noto that it is not necessary to saturate
_TR
the spin system in order to make "K
equal to zero, decoupling is also achieved
by spin locking at exact resonance, despite the fact that in that case tne
magnetization does not vanish.
Rf decoupling is used frequently in liquid state NMR to remove tne scalar
J-coupling between

С and

Η spins I Mc68 ] .

The amplitude of the dpcouoling rf field must be large compared to the inter
action it is supposed to decouple. This condition is easily net for scalar
J-couplings which are in the order of a few Hz (Η

~ 10 mGauss) but for direct

dipolar decoupling in solids high power transmitters (Η

~ 10 Gauss) are

required.

III.3 Application of rf decoupling to dilute spins in solids
When the average distance r

between neighbouring spins is large their mutual

dipolar interaction will be small. This is true for many isotopically dilute
η
15
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.2
nuclei such as
C,
N,
0 ana H. In nost organic compounds, for instance,
the

С NMR spectrum is broadened only by

С -

Η interactions. As described

above, this heteronuclear coupling can be suppressed by irradiating the pro
tons at their resonance frequency. Thus, a high resolution solid state

С

spectrum can be obtained in one of the following ways.

III. 3.1 With 90° pulses
This experiment is analogous to a proton decoupled
С NMR experiment
13
1
( С { Η}) as performed routinely nowadays on liquid samples (fig. III.l).
A 90

pulse is applied to the

С spins and the Free Induction Decay is

recorded while the protons are irradiated at resonance to decouple them from
22
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С spins. Fourier transformation of the FID yields the desired high

resolution

С NMR spectrum.

Because of the low abundance of the

С spins and their low gyromagnetic ratio

(compared to protons) the signal-to-noise ratio of this spectrum will be low.
To increase it several FID's can be summed before Fourier transformation
(signal averaging); as is well known, the summation of η FID's increases the
S/N ratio by a factor /n. Between two 90 pulses we have to wait for a time
of the order of the

С spin-lattice relaxation time Τ

to allow the

magnetisation to build up again along Η .
о
13.
In liquids the process of signal averaging yields
С spectra in a reasonable
amount of time. In solids the lines are broader and require more integrated
intensity even when they are decoupled. Moreover, Τ

in solids is usually

long whicn renders the recording of a spectrum as described above very time
consuming and in most cases hardly feasible.

III.3.2 With cross relaxation
The sensitivity of

С NMR can be increased by making use of the phenomenon

of cross-relaxation between nuclear spins which was discovered by Hartmann
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and Habí [ Чабі | .
Tne secular part of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling Hamltonian
contains only an I

S

¿

(<?q. III. 1.4)

t e n which catases a broadening of '-he Zeeman energy
7

ODorators (the В term in

levels. Flip flop transitions oroduced by 1^ S

eq. II.?.2) aro highly xTiprobable because they change the energy of tho spin
system by an amount * ("»-•>„) H . The non-secular flip flop term can be
made secjlar, however, with a double resorance expermert applying two rf
fields, one at the resonance frequency of the I snins and one at the resonance
frequency of tic S spirs. Tne effect of this double irradiation on the dioolar
TR
interaction can be studied by transforming К
(eq. III.2. 14) to the double
lotatmg tilted frane with tno ooerator D aefmod in eq. ITI.2. 10.

K

D T R

IS
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2 а , cosF cos" I S
ik
I
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ík
I
S ζ
χ
eS
y
eS
2 а , sim" cosf
(I cosi.i , t + I sinu
t) S
ik
I
S
χ
el
y
el
ζ
= а
sin r sinf
2 ik
Ι

Ξ

| I
+

S, ext) ' - ι d T + J _) t }
+
el
eS

+ 1 S exp { + ι (ω
+ ui „) t }
- el
eS

ï

a

ik

blnf

'I
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s
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Ч

S

-

e X P

{

-

1

U

e T - "os1

Ь

1

+ I S exp { + ι (ij
- и „) t } ]
- +
el
eS

(III.3.1)

All the oscillating terms can be neglected again when the effective fields
are large. When ω
= ω , however, the last term becomes time independent
'
el
eS
and cannot be neglected. The value of υ

= γ Η

can be varied by varying

either the amplitude or the frequency of the rf field (fig. II. 3) . Thus, by
matching the amplitudes of the two rf fields sucn Lnat the hartmann Hahn
condition (HH) is satisfied,
γ Ι н е 1 = ys
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(III.3.2)
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the probability of flip flop transitions involving one I and one S spin
increases. This neans that magnetization can be transferred from one spin
system to the other without loss of spin energy. When ς

= ξ

= 90

(irradiating at exact resonance) the broadening term is eq. III.3.1 vanishes
while the cross relaxation term is most effective.
Transfer of magnetization ta4<?s place only when the initial spin
of the I and S spin system are different and it proceeds until a
temperature is reached. The time constant involved is called the
ation ture Τ
which is usually of the order of a millisecond or
cr

temperatures
common spin
cross relax
less.

A cross relaxation experiment starts by spin loc-cing the proton spin magne
tization with an rf field of amplitudo Η1 H . When it is locked a second rf
η
field is switched on at the С resonance frequency. The amplitude Η
of
this field is chosen such that the HH condition is fulfilled

V

•

ÍY

H

/V

H

IH

Due to the cross relaxation,
and when Η
1C

4Η

(ІІІ.ЗЛ)

IH

С magnetization is ouilt up parallel to Η

is suddenly switched off this magnetization will decay, decoupled
1
1
3

from the protons because they remain spin locked. A

Η decoupled

С Free

Induction Decay can be recorded as usual. As we will show below, the amplitude
of the FID will be four times larger than in a normal pulsed NMR experiment,
at the cost of only a small amount of proton magnetization.
25

If Τ

of the protons is long

not decay much during the
by switching on Η

U

enough the (locked) croton magnetization does

С FID and the cross relaxation can be reestablished

again. In fact, this can be repeated as long as there is

so-ne proton magnetization left to polarize the

U

С spins (fig. III.?). After

a number of contacts the protons are depolarized and we must wait for a time
"ν Τ

In

before the whole cycle can be repeated. All FID's are sumned and Fourier

transformed afterwards.
The technique described above was developed by Pines, Gibby and Waugh [ РІ73 1 .
We will refer to it as the PGW technique or as Proton Enhanced

С NMR.

III.4 Sensitivity considerations
For a calculation of the sensitivity enhancement that is obtained with the
cross-relaxation process we consider the I spjη system ¡protons) and the S
spin system ( C) as two thermodynamic reservoirs that initially can have
different spin temperatures (fig. III.3).

«D^îyWl

Tis

TI:
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Fi jure

ΤΐΤ.ύ

Thermodynamic picture
species
Hahn

of a spin

1 and Ö. Coup linj

system

containing

can be established

with

two

spin

the

Hartmann

oxperiment.

For the moment we n e g l e c t t h e coupling t o the l a t t i c e a s s u n i n g t h e s p i n l a t t i c e r e l a x a t i o n times a r e l o n g .
The experiment s t a r t s by spin locking t h e I s p i n e q u i l i b r i u m m a g n e t i z a t i o n
M . . This e f f e c t i v e l y
(section

10
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c o o l s t h e I r e s e r v o i r t o an i n v e r s e s p i n temperature

II.6)

BT (H
L o

/

H.)
II

(III.4.1)

Subbequently the two spin systems are couplod by applying a second rf field
fulfilling the HH condition. Λ common spin tenperatjrc 3. is established
within a short amount of time (T ) . Since we neglected spin-lattice relaxation
cr
tne energy within the co-nbined spin system Tiust be conserved:
C

a

P

- \θ I n

C

H

- .S0 S L

β

C

= - ßl CI 4ïl - 1 S 4

(before)

(HI·4.2)

(after)

The second term on the left can be neglected oecause tne initial inverse spin
temperature of the S spins β

is small compared to ÍÍJQ because of the cooling

of the I spins. For tne final spin temperature we find

ß

l

= 3

I0

(1

*

L) l

~

(III.4.3)

where ε is the ratio of the heat capacities of the two reservoirs.
When the HH condition is satisfied, ε is equal to

ε = S (S + 1) Ν

/ I (I + 1) Ν

(III.4.4)

When L << 1 we find for tne S spin magnetization after one cross polarization
contact

M
SI

= S T С Η (γ / ν ) (1 - ε)
L S о
Ι
Ξ

(III.4.5)

The magnetization we would aave ootained with a normal 90

pulse is equal

to the S spin equilibrium magnetization

M

S

C

H

S0 = L S o

(III.4.6)
1

so we have gained a factor (γ

/ γ ) (1 - ε ) . For I =

13

Η and S =

С ε = 0.01

and Y I / Y s = 4.
The I spin magnetization after one contact is
M T . = β τ С Η (1 - ε) = Μ τ . (1 - ε)
11
L Ι ο
IO
only slightly less than M .. It remains locked during the time the

(III.4.7)
С FID is
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recorded while it decays with a time constant T, .
in
When Τ

is long the ronaimng magnetization is still conbiderable and we can

repeat the process of cross polarisation by aoplying II

again. This can be

repeated until the I spin magnetisation is destroyed (в

= 0).

The s spin nagnotizatjon after the ntn contact is (again neglecting spinlattice relaxation)
M

c
Sn

Μ

(

=η Ύτ / '«' Π
ьи
1
ь

- . )

n

(III.4.8)

For a rigorous treatment the rato equations for the two spin temperatures
havo to be solved simultaneously for each step, subject to tne appropriate
boandary conditions. We will not portorm this calculation.
The above treatnent shows tnat even with one cross-oolan/ation contact we
have gained a factor 4 in S/N ratio which means a factor 16 in time. Wnen more
contacts can be made during one proton lock period this factor becomes even
larger.
І І І . Ь F i n a l remarks
A few remarks on tne method d e s c r i b e e above are a p o r o p r i a t e h e r e .
(a) C r o s s - p o l a r i z a t i o n w i l l only enhance t h e

С s i g n a l when Τ
er

the condition is not fulfilled the
can be transferred to the

< T.
.If
loH

H rragnetization has decayed before it

С spins. In this case, a normal pulsed NMR ex

periment is likely to be nore effective (licuidsi).
(b) Usually the proton spin-lattice relaxation time Τ
is shorter than the
1H
13
С spin-lattice relaxation timo Τ . This is an extra advantage of the
PGW technique over the conventional detection method. Of course, the
shorter Τ
tne more time is gained during signal averaging.
IH
(c) In some cases when T, „ is long up to 30 contacts can be made during one
IpH
^
lock period.
(d) Τ

and Τ

are intrinsic properties of the compound, but they can be

varied by varying the temperature. From theoretical arguments it can be
shown that always
T. < T.
lp
1

(III.5.1)

Thus, if one is free to choose the temperature at which the measurements
arc to be performed the duration of the experiment can be minimized by
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choosing it such that the ratio Τ

/ τ
11 Η

is as close to unity as possible.
In

Foi this reason we perforned the measurenents described in chapter V at
- 170° С
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL

IV.1 Introduction
In this chapter experimental details are given of crystal growth and crystal
mounting. The NMR spectrometer and tne computerorograms for the data analysis
are described.

IV.2 Crystal growth and mounting
IV.2.1 Crystal growth
For the growth of large single crystals we have made use of a technique due to
Bndgman [ Br23 ] . Basically, this technique implies moving a sharp negative
temperature gradient, centered at the melting point of the material, slowly
through the sample.
All the coTipounds we studied have nelting points around 15 C; acetic acid:
mp = 16.6 0 C; p-xylene. mp = 13.3 0 C; acetophenone: mp = 20.5°C [ Ha72 ] . The
experimental setup is schematically depicted in fig. IV.1. A tapered cylindric
al sample tube (8 mm I.D.) is lowered with a rate of " 1 mm/nr into a cryostat
alcohol bath which is kept at О С

The tube is guided through a coil of

resistive wire to heat the sample to 30 С. Tne exact values do not seem to be
very critical as long as their stability is good (±0.5 C) .
The sample tube contains two compartments as shown in fig. IV.1. The procedure
for growing a crystal is as follows. First, the tube is dipped in liquid
nitrogen to initiate crystal growth in the lower compartment. Then, as the
temperature gradient moves up in this compartment a number of crystalline
regions with different growing directions will develop. When the gradient
reaches A (fig. IV.1) only one growing direction can continue in the upper
compartment, giving m

most cases a large single crystal of good quality.

IV.2.2 Crystal mounting
The crystal is mounted in a hollow cube trade of epoxy resin of which two adja
cent sides are missing. This cube fits on a rod to which a dial is connected
(fig. IV.2). The whole assembly can be pushed into the probe m

which it can be

rotated. By remounting the cube it is possible to orient the crystal along three
orthogonal directions without touching the crystal itself. With Apiezon-N grease
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and Teflon tape the cube is rigidly fixed on the rod.,
For the X-ray precession photographs the cube was mounted on a standard
goniometer head.During these measurements cold nitrogen gas was blown on the
crystal to prevent it from melting.

IV.3 The spectrometer
A block diagram of the KMR spectrometer is shown in fig. IV.3. We shall discuss
the components of this diagram in turn.
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IV.3.1 Magnet and magnetic field stabilization
The static magnetic field is generated by a Varian DP-60 14 kGauss electro
magnet. A V a n a n V35C6 flux stabilizer adjusts the dc-current when a flux
variation is recorded. It compensates for fast fluctuations but has a tendency
to drift on the long run. Ά pulsed proton NMR lock was built to compensate for
this drift. The principles of operation are as follows:
A sample of water, doped with MnSO

to shorten the relaxation time is placed

between the magnet poles, as close to the actual sample as possible. With a
repetition period of 2 msec 90 -pulses are applied

to this sample in the

vicinity of the proton NMR frequency and the resulting FID is recorded. The
time between two successive positive zero crossings of this FID is counted and
compared digitally with a preset value. The difference is converted to a
voltage which adjusts, via the flux stabilizer, the magnet current. At present.
the 60 MHz frequency for this lock system is generated by a crystal oscillator,
but in the future it will be derived from the same oscillator that is used for
the actual measurements. In this way also frequency drift of the oscillator will
be corrected for, since only relative shifts are of interest.
Since the lock system itself is a complete NMR instrument working at almost the
samo frequency as the proton frequency in the main spectrometer, the lock
system has to be gated off during the time the protons in the main spectrometer
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are irradiated to prevent mutual interference. Usually the on-time of tne lock
system is much longer than the off-time and because it has to compensate for
slow drift of the nagnetic field this gating does not h a m the field stability.

IV.3.2 Probes
Different probes were used for the crystal measurements described in chapter V
and for the magic angle spinning experiments described in chapter VI.
The probe used for the measurements on single crystals contains two coil
systems, one for the 60 MHz (protons) and one for the lb MHz ( C ) .
The 15 MHz coil is a solenoid perpendicular to H and serves botn as trans13
mitter coil and as receiver coil for the
С NMR signal. The 60 MHz coil is
saddle shaped and wound around the 15 MHz coil. The cubic crystal holder
(fig. IV.2, can bo rotated freely within the 15 MHz solenoid. A variable
condenser allows for tuning at various temperatures. A glass dewar through
which cold nitrogen gas can be blown envelopes the coil assembly.
To maximize the sensitivity of the 15 MHz coil system to the NMR signal the
quality factor Q must be high. To reduce pulse transients, however, it must
be low. A reasonable compromise between these two conflicting requirements was
found to be Q = 40.
A schematic drawing of the magic angle spinning assembly is shown in fig. IV.4.
The rotor is either massive and made of the material under investigation
(perspex) or hollow and made of some material that does not interfere witn the
measurements (KelF).
A flow of air drives the rotor and serves as an aircushion to support it.
Surprisingly, the rotor is not blown out of the turbine but rather sucked into
it. The angle between the rotation axis and the magnetic field direction can
be varied within a few degrees around the magic angle.
This probe contains only one coil through which both rf frequencies are
transmitted and the NMR signal is received [ Cr76 I . The electronic circuit is
shown in fig. IV.5. The open "λ/4" cables act as a short circuit only for
frequencies whose wavelength is four times the length of the cable. (In vacuum
λ/4 = 80 cm for 60 MHz and 320 cm for 15 MHz; in an actual coaxial cable the
quarter wavelength is sonewhat

shorter).

To get a maximum filling factor (and also to support the rotor) the solenoid
axis is taken parallel to the rotor axis and thus makes an angle of 54 44' with
Η

(fig. IV.4).

Transitions
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can only be induced by rf fields perpendicular to H .An rf field

generatod
ίο Η
Η

*ι the tilted solenoid can be deconposea

and a ronponent peroendicular

о

to it

irto a comporent

The paia!lei conporent

parallel

modulates

, but the amplitude of Tiodulation is small compared to it and can be

neglected
1

sinS·! ^^

The a-nplitude of the perpendicular component is a factor of
= 0 816 smaller thdn the amplitide of the actual

voltage induced by a transverse magnetization

rf field. The

( p r e c e s s m g perperdicular to Η )

is reduced by the same amount. However, if the axis of the rf coil would bo
perpendicular to H

as usual it would be impossible to obtain a high

factor and the losses would probaoly be larger than in the oolique

IV.3.3 Transmitter and receiver

first and discussed

arrangement.

system

The various comporents of the 60 MHz tranrmitter and receiver
summarized

filling

system will be

briefly.

(a) A crystal oscillator generates the 60 MHz

frequency.

(b) A programmable preamplifier splits the 60 MHz input signal into four
branches of the same frequency but with different phase with respect to
one another. The amplitude of these four rf signals can be varied

separately.

By properly gating the brancnes and combining them afterwards the spin
pulse sequence or almost any complicated pulse sequence can b e
(c) A broadband power amplifier
amplifies

lock

generated.

(ENI 3100L for 60 K H z , ENI A-300 for

15 Mbz)

the resulting signal to a level recuirod for solici state NMR.

The advantage of this class A amplifier

is that it can be used for a wide

range of resonance frequencies, in contrast to a class С amplifier. The
disadvantage, however, is that noise is generated even m

the absence

of

an rf input signal.
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(d) To reduce the effect of this noise a combination of crossed diodos and
л/4 cables is used as shown in fig. IV.6 [ E171 ] .
For large voltages crossed diodes nave low resistance and the input of
the

receiver can be considered as being short circuited when the trans

mitter is o n . Because of the λ/4 cable the transmitter does not "see" the
receiver and the power is dissipated in the probe. The snail №MR signals
generated in the probe can go only to the receiver because all other
branches arc blocked by the crossed diodes, which have a high resistance
towards low voltages.
(e) A Texscan bandfilter is placed behind the output of the ENI amplifier for
the

reduction of unwanted o v e r - and undertones.

(f) The 60 MHz receiver is not used in a standard PGW experiment. However, it
is always worthwhile
the

to know the proton relaxation times as a function of

temperature before the measurements are made m

optimize experimental conditions

(section

order to b e able to

III.5).

For this reason a 60 MHz receiver is included. Lock-in detection is used
which means that only the difference frequency of the signal with the
original oscillator frequency is detected. Lock-in detection is the elec
tronic equivalent of transforiiatior. to the rotating frame. Depending on the
phase of the reference frequency the projection of the magnetization o n
the

The

x, the y or some intermediate axis is measured.

15 MHz circuit is equivalent to the 60 MIÏ7 circuit except for the following

details:
(a) In the lock-in detector two reference signals are used with equal
and amplitude but 90

out of phase

frequency

(Quadrature detection [ Ro71 ] ) .

In rotating frame language this implies that the projection of the magnetization on both the χ and y axis is measured. In this way o n e is able to
discriminate between positive and negative frequencies

(with respect to

the reference f r e q u e n c y ) . T h u s , at a given bandwidth of tne receiver system
the

spectral range that can be studied is increased by a factor of two

[ Fa71 ] . Alternatively, at a given spectral width the bandwidth can be
halved, giving rise to an improvement of the S/N ratio by a factor of
/2.
(b) T h e 15 M H z frequency is obtained by mixing a 27.2 MHz crystal
with a 42.2 MHz signal from a frequency synthesizer

frequency

(PRD). The NMR signal

is preamplified and again mixed with the 42.2 M H z , resulting in a 27.2 MHz
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signal carrying all the desired information. One can turn to the resonance
frequency of other nuclei by simply changing the frequency of the synthesizer such that it mixes with 27.2 MII¿ to the desired resonance
frequency. The advantage of this mixing procedure is that all the
components of the transmitter and receiver system except for the probe
itself remain tuned at the intermediate frequency of 27.2 MHz.
The 27.2 MHz signal is sent to the quadrature phase detector, filtered
and biased. The two low frequency output voltages are fed into the A/D
converter of the LPS system (section IV.3.4).

IV.3.4 Online computer
Our computer system consists of a PDP 11/10 processor, interfaced with, among
others, a Laboratory Peripheral System (LPS). The voltages from the quadrature
phase detector are fed into two channels of the A/D converter of the LPS.
At a given rate both voltages are sampled simultaneously, converted to their
corresponding nine bit value and then transferred to the memory of the
coTiputer. The amount of time required for the conversion and the transfer of
one sample point is 20 jsec and this determines the maximum sample rate. A
comouter program in PDP assembler language was written to initiate the LPS,
perform the signal averaging and display the results on a storage oscilloscope
(Tektronix 603) . It also performs the Fourier Transformation [ Co77 ] and
prints out a listing of peak positions and intensities. Subsequent data
analysis is described in section IV.4.

IV. 3.5 Pulse progra-nner
The pulse programmer controls the timing of the complete experiment; it also
triggers the computer. All relevant pulse sequences can be generated by
combining with AND and OR functions the gates of this device. The duration
of the pulses can be set either manually with thumbwheels or by computer.
This last option allows for automatic relaxation tine measurements.
The pulse programmer is connected to almost all components of the block
diagram in fig. IV.3 and for simplicity it has not been included in tnis
scheme.
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IV.4 Data analysis
To find the six components of a chemical shielding tensor it is sufficient to
measure the shift in six well defined independent directions and to solve
the corresponding equations, eq. 11.4.6.
If the spectra contain more than one lino, however, it is difficult to
determine unambiguously in the six spectra the lines arising from the same
nucleus.For this reason the crystal is rotated abound a number of fixed axes
and tne shifts are Pleasured as a function of tne rotation angle ι . In our
case the rotation axis is perpendicular to the magnetic field Η

(see also
о

section IV. 3) .
For every rotation ι we define an axes system (x , у , ζ ) whicn is fixed on
i

the sample such that ζ
parallel to Η at о
0

l

l

is oaral-lel to tne rotation ax-i-S ana χ is chosen
ι
ι
= 0 , i.e. where tne rotation is started.

1

The behaviour of the shift σ

ík

(ρ ) of one particular peak к as a function of
L
ι
the rotation angle .. is then given by
ík,

,

1 , ík

ík.

1, ik

ik

.

ík

ο τ (ρ ) = =(σ
+ σ ) + -(σ
- г ) соь2р + с
sin2o
L
ι
2 хх
уу
2 хх
уу
ι
ху
ι
as can be derived from eq. II.4 6 by substituting П->90

and

A

(IV.4.1)

>-n .

Clearly, to obtain the complete tensor a rotation around one axis is not
sufficient; one can prove that in general three independent rotations have
to be performed to obtain all six elements.
With one rotation we can determine the components σ

, σ
xx

and о
yy

for all
xy

peaks k. The computer program VLAK calculates these values for each peak by
adapting eq. IV.4.1 to the measured peakpositions with a linear least squares
analysis. Subsequently it makes a rotational plot of the shifts vs the
rotation angle using the optimal values found for the three components of σ
When Η

ík

is parallel to the line of intersection between two planes of measure

ment ι and ] the peakpositions in plane ι are equal to the peakpositions in
olane j . This information is used to select corresponding curves in both
planes, belonging to the same nucleus k. The line of intersection is found by
comparing the rotational plots of tne two planes (program SNYLYN).
We are ultimately interested in the orientation of tne principal axes with
respect to the molecules. Since the orientation of tie molecules with respect
to the crystal axes is known wnen the crystal structure has been solved it is
most convenient to calculate the shielding tensors first with respect to
the crystal frame. This has the further advantage that the relation between
38

tensors belonging to symmetry related molecules takes a particularly
form

For instance, two tensors related by a plane of reflectior

simple

differ

only

in the sign or ttao of the off diagonaj oloments. W o have used this property
to determine the orientation of the symmetry a x e s . The transformation
the sample axes system

1

oerformed

, 7 ) to the crystal

(χ , y
1

*

axes а, с

from

ana h is

1

in two steps. For the location o ' tne axes refer to fig. I V . 7 .

(1) With a rotation around the ζ
I

system

I

axis we transform to the primed sample axes

I

I

(x , y , / ) defined as follows

the г

•

to the rotation axis

axis is chosen

parallel

I

(z

= ζ ) and the у axis parallel to the line of
1 1
ι
intersection between the plane of measurement (the (x , у ) plane) and
ι

the crystallographic ac plane. Automatically, the χ

1

Г

axis is in the plane

I

containing both the 7

I

axis and the crystallographic b axis while the у

axis is perpendicular to it. This transformation is described

by

cos ρ
cose

sinp

01

(IV. 4. 2)

0

where ρ

is the angle between χ and x'.
01
1
1
In all cases dealt with in this thesis the ac plane is a plane of reflection.

Therefore, when the field 4

is parallel to the ac ciane tne ruriber of
о

measured NMR lines is reduced by a factor of two because synmetry
sites become magnetically

related

equivalent.

Starting with the field along χ , one nas to rotate over an angle ρ
(see fig. IV.7) before such a situation o c c u r s . Η
in
be

+90

is then along the y' axis

the ac plane. T h u s , from the rotational plot the angle 0

can

easily

determined.

(2) The transformation

from the primed sample axes to the crystal axes was given

oy Weil et a l . [ We73 ]

cos9
U

cos8

=

созф

ι

Ξΐηθ

созф
1

sine

sin*
1

and φ

1

1

sino
1

1

wnere 9

ι

(IV.4.3)
1

соз

Ξΐηθ

are the polar angles of the г ^

rotation axis

Clearly these transformations are different for every plane of

(fig. IV.7) .
measurement
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ι
^ck
If the values of θ and 6, were known, we could now calculate a , i.e. the
ι
ι
tensor of the kth nucleus in the crystal frame from the transformation equations
"^ck

α

„

„ '_ik -1

= U. R

σ

1 1

-1

R. U.
1

{IV.4.4)

1

for all planes i.
Unfortunately for the crystals under investigation we were not able to determine
the orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the sample axes a priori.
This problem was solved as follows :
Suppose that site 2 is related to site 1 by a plane of reflection
о

c2

„ 'el -1
= S σ S

(IV.4.5)

When this plane of reflection is the ac plane S is given by

s =

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

- 1

(IV.4.6)

Eq. IV.4.4 for the two sites can be rewritten as
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α

1 1

1

= R
1

и

- 1

a

C l

U

1

R
1

(IV.4.7)
1

and
σ

1 2

= R

-1

1

и"

1

S a

C l

- 1

S

1

U R
1

(IV.4.8)

1

cl
and σ
can now be calculated by adapting eqs. IV.4.7 and IV.4.8 to the

U

measured values of σ
U

and с

with a least squares analysis (program TENSOR).

contains two variables, 0
1

and φ . Only 9
1

described above, because Φ

1

can be determined in the way
1

J.S not an independent parameter in the function

that is minimized. Qualitatively this can be understood if one realizes
that ?

is in the plane of reflection ac and does not change upon reflection

while 9

does.
ι

If more symmetry planes exist, as e.g. in the orthorhombic crystals of acetic
acid, eq. IV.4.8 can be written down for all symmetry related sites in the
unit cell with different natnees S. In that case φ

can be determined also.
ι

For the nonoclinic crystals of p-xylene and acetophenone φ

was obtained from

the NMR results using chenical arguments (see chapter V ) .
The transformation from the crystal axes syste-Ί to the molecular frame is
obtained from the crystal structure data with the prograr LSOPL, which is part
of tne X-RAY program

library [ St76 ] . Diagonalization of the resulting

tensors provides the orientation of the Dnncipal axes with respect to the
•nolecular axes.
A pictorial representation of the tensors was obtained with the programs
TRAMOL and ORTEP [ Jo65 ] .
The only ambiguity that remains is the assignment of the tensors to the nuclear
sites of the molecules in the unit cell. This can be done again on the basis
of chemical arguments; for a detailed discussion we refer to the next chapter,
where the results of our single crystal measurements are presented. A schematic
representation of the transformations we have just described is presented in
scheme IV.1.
All calculations were performed on the IBM 370/158 of the URC Nijmegen. The
programs LSQPL, TRAMOL and ORTEP were kindly provided by the members of the
department of crystallography. The other programs were written m

FORTRAN IV

language, of which SNYLYN and TENSOR are organized as FCN-subroutines of the
famous MINUITS minimization procedure [ Ja69 ] .
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CHAPTER V

SINGLE CRYSTAL STUDIES

V.I Introduction
With the high resolution

С NMR technique of Pines, Gibby and Waugh described

in chapter III we have measured the

"C chemical shielding tensors in acetic

acid, p-xylene and acetophenone. The results are presented in this chapter.
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V.2 Carbon-Η choniral shielding tensors in acetic acid
J. van Dongen Torman, W.S. Veeman and E. do Boer
Research Instituto for Materials, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld,
Ni]negen, The Netherlands.
Abstract
High resolution double resonance methods nave been employed to study the
anisotropic

С chemical shifrs in a single crystal of acetic acid. The

principal values in opn relative to an external reference of liquid benzene
are -136 + 2, -52

2 and 24 i 2 for the carooxyl

and 123 i 2 for the methyl caroon. Tic

carbon and 89 ± 2, 102 ' 2

most shielded element of the carboxyl

tensor is found perpendicular to the molecular plane, the least smelded
eleirent makes an angle of 47

witn tne C-C bond direction. The most shielded

element of the methyl tensor is found m
of 19

the molecular plane, making an angle

wi^h the С-Г bona direction.

1 . Introduction
Since the advent of high resolution

C-NMR in solids | 1 ] the chemical

shielding of the carbon nucleus has been studied in various chemical
environments. It turns out, as was already anticipated, that

С chemical

shielding is mainly determined by the local environment of the nucleus. In
view of this consideration the carboxyl group appears to be very suitable for
a systematic study, because of the subtle changes in the COO

conformation

that are caused by different amounts of hydrogen bonding in various crystalline
carboxyl containing compounds.
Indeed, several papers havo appeared [ 2-8 ) in which the

С chemical shielding

tensor of a carboxyl group is reported. The most shielded element is always
found to be approximately +20 pom relative to liquid benzene and pernendicular
(except in oxalid acid dihydrate | 7 ]) to the COO plane. The magnitude and
direction of the in-plane elements, however, depend largely on the carooxyl
conformation, ard attempts have boon made to get some physical insight in
this dependence.
In tnis paper we reoort the results of measurements on a single crystal of
acetic acid (CH COOH) at -180 С using the proton enhanced nuclear induction
spectroscopy method of Pines et al. I 9 ] . We have determined the full
symmetric σ tensor of both the carboxyl- and the methyl-carbon atom and a

^published in Chem. Phys. 24 (197 Л 45.
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compariboi is nadp with previously deternined similar tensors.
Because of the relative sinplicity of the acetic acid nolecule theoretical
calculations are feasible also, and our results will be compared with somierapirical calculations of Ando and Nishioka [ 10 ] .

2. Expennental
Our double resonance spectroneter consists of
(a) A V a n a n DP-60 14 kG eloctro-iagret , stabilized with a homo-built pjlsed
proton NMR-lock.
(b) Two PRD synthesizers providing 60 and 15 MHz rf for the proton and

С

spins, respectively. The rf is gated by ho-ne-built circuitry under the
control of a multipu^oose pulse generator. Two ENI power anplifiers
(LNI 'lOOL and A30C) take care of the finii anplificatior.
(c) A quadrature phase detector, interfaced to a PDP 11/10 conputer with
DMA option for data acquisition, Fourier transformation and spectrum
analysis.
Commercially available glacial acetic acid 'J Τ

Baker Chenicals B.V., m.p.

16.6 C) was distilled once and transferred into a taperec glass vessel of
10 mm o.d. By slowly immersing the vessel in a cryostat bath of 0°С a large
single crystal is grown. A prominent cleavage plane, which turned out to be
the bc-plane, was used for initial alignment.
A single crystal of approximate size i χ τ χ 5 um was cut and iiourted inside
a hollow cube with Apie/on-N grease. The cube is nade of tpoxy resir and can
be

mounted along three orthogonal directions both on a standard goniometer

head and on a rod in the NMR-probe, connected to a dial I 16 ] . An X-ray
precession camera was used to determine the orientation of the crystallographic axes with respect to the edges of the cube.
The measure-nents were made at -1Θ0 С where the long Τ

of the proton spins

allowed for 30 cross polarization contacts, wiile the experiment cojld be
repeated every 20 s. Fig. 1 shows a typical spectrum for an arbitrary
orientation of the crystal in the magnetic field.

3. Data analysis
When a crystal is rotated about an axis perpendicular to the external field
Η

the NMR resonance frequency Y, due to the anisotropy of the chemcal shift,

behaves as:
У(р) = A + В cos2p + С sin2p

(1)
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where ρ is the rotation angle as read from the dial.
The constants А, В and С can be expressed as linear combinations of the
symmetric tensor elenents of σ in the crystallographic frame:

А, В, С =

Σ с σ
ι< ]

The coefficients с
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(2)

are given by Weil et al. | 11 ] as goniometrie functions

of the polar angles of the rotation axJs

with respect to the crystal frame.

The constants Л, В and С wore determined by a simple least-squares analysis
of eq. (1). Using standard minimization procedures these constants were in
turn adapted to eq. (2) to get the six tensor elements. The tensors belonging
to the different crystal sites were restricted to fulfil the synmetry relatiOTS
of the space grouo.
Diagonalization of the tensors produced f\e

principal values and the orienta

tion of the principal axes with respect to the crystallographic fraire.

4.

Results and discussion

Single crystals of acetic acid are orthorhonbic,space group Pna2

with four

magnetically inequivalent nolecules ^n the u n t cell [ 12 | . In α general
onertation we expect eight lires (fig

1), and measurements in one carefully

chosen plane would thus suffice to completely determine the tensors [ 11 ] .
However, to increase the accuracy of our results we found it wiser to measure
m

several planes for which the coefficients с

in eq. (2) are close to

their maximuir value of one.
In fact, for the carboxyl tensor, measurements in four planes on two different
crystals were combined. Due to the small anisotropy of the methyl tensor there
is in many orientations severe overlap amongst the methyl peaks and in some
planes the data could not be analysed. For this reason only two planes out of
four were chosen for determination of the methyl tensor.
The analysis as described above produced four tensors for each chemically
different carbon nucleus, related to each other by the symmetry operations
of the space group. The assignment of the two groups of tensors to the
carboxyl- and metnyl-carbon atom is obvious. The principal values are listed
in table 1, together with the values measured by Pines et al. ( 1 ] in a
powdered sample and with the isotropic values measured in the neat liquid.
In table 2 are listea the angles between the principal axes of the eight
tensors and a molecular axes systen fixed on one of the molecules in the unit
cell (see caption to table 2 ) . Tne quoted errors are based on the results of
the minimization and the experimental accuracy. It is not possible to decide
from tnese measurements which of tne four tensors in table 2 oelongs to tne
crystal site on which the molecular axes syste-n (i, ], k) is defined. This
decision is made on local symmetry arguments, as usual when this proolem is
encountered [ li

] .
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Of the four possible ways of assigning the carboxyl tensor to the acetic acid
molecule, tensor 1 is clearly in best agreement wifh the local symmetry of the
carboxyl group, the CCOOH-skeleton being almost planar I 12 ] . Tne assumption
that this is the correct assignment is confirmed by the fact that the most
shielded element σ

is perpendicular to the COO plane as is found m

almost

every carboxyl tensor [ 2-Θ ] .
Inspection of the tablos leads to the following remarks:
(a) Again, σ , is of the order of +20 ppm.
(b) T h e least shielded element σ
by an amount of 47

is tilted away from the C-C bond direction

towards tne longer C-0 bond

tilt found until now to our knowledge is 25

(see fig. 2 ) . The largest

in the acetic carboxyl group

of ammonium hydrogen oxalate hemihydrate [ 8 ] and in amnoniun hydrogen
malonate [ 6 ] . The tilt in acetic acid is even larger than in benzophenone
which is sometimes considered as a limiting case. (In benzophenone σ
is found parallel to the C = 0 bond while tne O-C-C angle is 119° [ 2 ].)
Apart from this large tilt w e note that the value of -136 ppm for с
somewhat smaller than what is usually

is

found.

(c) The proposed ( 6 ] correlation between t h e magnitude of σ_„ and the tilt
angle of t h e in-plane tensor axes for unequal C O bonds is not sustained
by our measurements.
(d) T h e difference between the isotropic values m

a solid and in a liquid

sample can be a t t n o u t e d to the difference in molecular structure of the
two p h a s e s . In the liquid state the acetic acid structure is quite complex;
open and closed dimers as well as oligomers are assumed to coexist [ 14 ] .
In the solid state the acetic acid nolecules are connected by hydrogen
bonds to form infinite chains

(see fig.

3).

(e) Ando and Nishioka [ 10 ] have published results of semi-empirical

calculations

on the chemical shift in acetic acid. They take into account only the
paramagnetic shielding, simplify the crystal structure to dimers with
standard bond lengths and angles and assume o n e of the principal axes to
lie parallel to the C = 0 bond. Because of these approximations o n e cannot
hope for a quantitative agreement [ 15 ] , but w e note that the relative
magnitude of the three tensor elements is correctly predicted by these
calculations. Their values for the carboxyl carbon atom, recalibrated to
match our average value a r e : σ

= -159.3, σ

= -30.7, σ

=25.1.
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Table 1
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С chemical shielding
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acid. Principal values in ppm relative
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reference

of liquid benzene.
σ

COOH

снз

Table 2

0

C

22

σ
av

33

σ
ISO

present results

-136 + 2

-52 1 2

24 ί 2

-55 + 2

-49

after ret. [ 1 1

-140 ^ 6

-55 >· 6

19 ' 6

-59 f 6

-49

present results

89 + 2

102 ± 2

123 + 2

105 + 2

108

after ref. [ 1 J

83 ± 6

83 ± 6

118 ι- 6

95 ^ 6

108

16
"C ^hem'ca! shielliny
moleavlar

π

ic-ijors in cui e bio acid. Pt.'jleo in de'jrceo between the pitncipai
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axes
1

COOH

к

3

1

tensor 1

3

к

1

tensor 2

3

к

1

tensor 3

3

к

tensor 4

σ

47

43

90

64

79

151

59

83

148

41

49

89

σ

22

137

4/

91

144

59

107

120

32

100

125

48

118

σ

33

89

91

179

113

147

112

134

121

119

71

110

152

ιι

tensor 5

сн

з
σ

ιι

0

22

а

зз

tensor 6

129

138

109

10?

45

132

150

161

109

92

112

76

93

tensor 7

tensor 8

161

85

31

59

50

74

44

66

74

168

81

97

96

17

106

156

80

101

61

149

41

96

130

Errors in the angles are+ 3 . The axes system (i, j, k) is defined on one of the molecules with L parallel
to the C-C bond, к perpendicular to the COO plane and 3 = (к χ 1 ) .

Ab mentioned beforo trie anisotropy of the methyl tensor is ST.al] , still the
1

tensor ль found to be non-axial. Thus oither the ran^d reorlertation о* the
methyl croup, which is krcwn to exist at -180 C, must be anisotropic, or the
shielding of ^he carbol nacleus is in'luercea by charge distributions fartTer
away than the nearest nenhbours. Neutron difiraction studies | 12 ] have shown
the three C-Η bonds to oe blightly unequal, due to a weak interaction of one
of the hydrogen atoms with an oxygen atom of a neighbouring molecule (fig. 3 ) ,
so there is no true С

symmetry at the carbon site. This wil^ probably oe

the most important reason for the measured non-axiality.
Tensor 5 appears to be most m

accorcance with tnese structaral asoects, tne

most shielded element lying approximately (+ J ) in the molecular plane and
tilted away fro-n the C-C bond direction by an anoant of 19 towards tne lonrer
C-Η bond (fig. 2 ) . In this case the other two principal axes make alnost
equal arries With tne n o m a i to the plane. T m s assignnent is supoorted ay the
fact that in other methyl groups [ 3, 16, 17 ) the most shielded element is
also found to show the greatest collineanty witr. the C-CH

bond.

In conclusion, it can be said that tne internolecalar interactions, especially
the hydrogen bond and the weak oxygen-methyl hydrogen interaction are roflected
in the orientation of the two

С tensors. A calculation of the

С tensors

should take these interactions into account.
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V.3 Carbon-14 Chemical Shielding Tensors in para-Xylone
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Abstract
The

С chemical shielding tensors in a single crystal of para-xylene have

been determned with high resolution double resonance NMR tecnniques. The
eigenvectors of the tensors are found to coincide with the local symmetry of
the various nuclei. A comparison is made with the tensors of similar compounds
that have been reported earlier.

Introduction
The first molecule for which the

С chemical shielding tensors were completely

solved was durene 1 1 ] . The tensors of the ring carbon atoms were found to be
highly anisotropic, the anisotropy

oeing largest for the substituted carbons.

Similar results were obtained for pentamethylbenzene and nexanethylbenzene [ 2 ] .
To get a clear view on the effect of methyl substitution on the chemical
shielding of the carbons in a benzene ring one woald like to extend this series
to the mono-, di- and tnmethyl benzenes. Unfortunately, most of these com
pounds have melting points far below 0 C, making crystal orientation quite
awkward, while powder spectra in general cannot resolve the subtle difference
between the tensors of substituted and non-substituted carbons.
In tnis paper we present the results of measurements on p-xylene, which with
a melting point of 18 С is tne only one that is fairly easy to handle.

Experimental
The -neasurements were performed at -170 С on the double resonance spectrometer
described earlier I 3 ) , using the Proton Enhanced

С NMR method of Pines et

al. [4 ] . The proton repolarization time was 10 sec with 20 contacts during
each lock period. 1000 decays were summed to get a sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio (fig. 1) .
A large cylindrical single crystal was grown from commercially available
p-xylene (Merck), using the Bridgman technique. From this crystal a cube was
cut with edges of 5 mm. Unfortunately we could not find any pronment cleavage
plane. Moreover the size of the crystal, together with the low crystal symmetry
scheduled to appear in J. Chem. Phys., March 1978.
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(pionocl m i e ) p-ohibited alignment with X-ray precession techniques. Tnas the
orientation of the crystal]«graphic axes with respect to tne edges of the
cube, w m c h constitute the laboratory axes system, was not known a priori.
However, as will be shown below this did not seriously hamper the analysis.
Data analysis
The crystal structure of p-xylene at 77 К was recently solved by Gorter [ 5 ] .
The crystals are nonoclimc, space group P2 /n with two molecules in the unit
cell. The molecules have point group symmetry 1, so there are four magnetical-

p-XYLENE
-170 eC

J^\i Уігіг
-100

0
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SHIFT (ppm from liquid benzene]
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ly different carbon atoms ir. one -nolecule and in a general orientation there
will be eight NMR lines (fig. 1).
The

crystal was rotated around three orthogonal axes and a spectrum was taken

every 10

through 130 . Fig. 2 shows the rotation pattern for rotation about

an axis which turned out to deviate by 14° from the crystallographic b axis.
At a rotation angle of 20
The

the spectrum shown in fig. 1 was recorded.

analysis of the data was performed according to the method described in
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réf. [ 3 ] . In this analysis we used the orientation of the b axis which could
be derived froir the NMR data because the tensors must be pairwise related by
a two-fold rotation around this axis. The orientation of the other crystallographic axes could not be determined by symmetry arguments, but it could be
derived from the results of the analysis. It turned oat that the most shielded
tensor elements of the ring carbon atoms were all parallel to one another and
to the least shielded tensor element of the nethyl carbon atom. In addition,
the angle between the b axis and this direction was equal within experimental
error to the angle between the b axis and the normal to the molecular plane
of one of the molecules in the unit cell, which was known from the crystallographic data [ 5 1 . On the basis of these findings we concluded that the
above mentioned direction must be parallel to the molecular N axis, as shown
in fig. 3.

Results and discussion
The results of the analysis are listed in table 1. Since we constrained the
tensors to the symmetry relations of the space group only four tensors are
listed.Fig. 3 is a pictorial representation of the tensors according to the
recipe given by Mehnng [ 6 ] . The size of the ellipsoids is directly related
to the amsotropy of the associated tensor. The length of the ellipsoid axes
is a measure of the shielding in that direction.
We may compare our results with the results of the other methyl substituted
benzenes, durene [ 1 ] , pentamethylbenzene (PMB) and hexamethylbenzene (HMB)
[ 2 ] . The methyl tensor in p-xylene is almost exactly equal to those in durene.
(In PMB the metnyl tensors could not be resolved and in HMB they appear to be
completely isotropic). The main features of the tensors of the ring carbons
in p-xylene are the same as found in durene, PMB and HMB. The most shielded
element, a,,, is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule, the least
shielded element, σ

, lies in the direction of the C-Η or C-CH

effect of methyl substitution is that σ
33
tive. Surprisingly, σ

bond. The

increases and σ.,„ becomes more negay
22

hardly changes upon methyl substitution.

In table 2 we tabulated the isotropic, the out-of-plane and the average inplane values (σ, σ

and Ом respectively) of the shielding tensors of the

ring carbon atoms in these compounds. We will not try to explain the data in
this table, but merely point out some peculiarities.
a. The influence of methyl substitution is most strongly felt at the nonsubstituted carbon atoms of the ring. The effect on the tensors of the
56
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substituted carbon atoms is much smaller.
With increasing number of substituted methyl groups σ

tends to decrease

while σ,, becomes less negative, i.e. the shielding increases. The relati
vely small change in isotropic shift is thus the sum of two larger changes
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L

σ

Cl
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σ

ιι
22

0

33

σ

ιι

α
0

22
33

°11
C3

0
σ

22
33

"il
C4

σ
0

22
33

Μ

isotropic

liquid

value

value

N

122

148

90

8.7

32

122

90

108.6

90

90

0

- 98.1
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149

89

-

5.5

30

59

90

106.7

90

89

1

-104.0

1

91

89

- 33.2

89

1

91

122.3

91

39

1

- 98.1
-

>

95.2

90

92

2

105.9

90

0

88

130.7

0

90

90

0.6

0.5

1 0

0.5

5.0

6.0

110.6

108.1

Shifts are in ppm (± 2 ppm) relative to an external reference of liquid benzene.
Angles are in degrees (± 2 ).
See fig. 3 for the definition of the molecular axes system.
C)

Ref. 10.

of opposite sign. The behaviour of the chemical shielding is almost
entirely due to changes in the paramagnetic screening, since changes in
diamagnetic screening are supposed to be less than 5 ppm [ 8 ] and ring
currents will not influence much the shielding of the atoms in the ring
I 7 | . For the paramagnetic part of the screening different electronic
transitions contribute to the in-plane and out-of-plane shielding. There
fore any attempt to explain the change in the isotropic shift upon methyl
substitution in terms of an average transition energy ΔΕ is not likely to
be very succesful. It is tempting to ascribe the opposite effect of methyl
substitution on σ, and Оц to an opposite effect on the excitation energies
*
*
*
с-ит , π-κι , responsible for σ,, and σ->-σ , responsible for σ. . However, methyl
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substituted

σ

rhcri

-68.6

-4.3

110.9

-61.9

-5.8

112.Э

-64.6

-3.9

108.6

-60.1

-4.9

108.7

-61.6

-4.4

105.2

-59.3

-4.8

108.4

-61.4

-3.6

108.4

-59.5

-4.3

НО

-62

σ

ι

117

°l

-63

0.6

108.6

-53.4

1.0

106.7

-51.8

-1.7

82.6

-43.8

-2.4

80.6

-43.В

Ref. 11.
Present results.

substitution will also affect the paramagnetic screening via the nolecular
orbital coefficients in the Ramsey formula [ 12 ] and the changes in the
chemical shielding are therefore not easy to analyse.
с

Calculations have been performed on toluene [8 ] and durene [9 ] within
different semiempincal frameworks. The agreement with experimental data
[11,11

is fairly good, but neither of these calculations predicts a

difference in amsotropy between the tensors of substituted and nonsubstituted carbon atoms in the ring.
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Abstract
The

С chemical shielding tensors in a single crystal of acetophenone have

been determined with high resolution solid state NMR techniques. The principal
directions appear to be in close agreement with the local symmetry of the
carbon nuclei in tne nolecule. Л сопчапьог. is nade vvith the tensors

m

analogous compoands.

Introduction
Since the development of high resol it ion solid state NMR techniques the number
of organic molecules for which the

Г chemical shielding tensor is determined

is gradually increasing. It becomes apparent that in most cases at least one
princioal eleirent and/or direction of a orincipal axis of the

С shielding

tensor of a certain functional qrojp does not chanqe fron-, molecule to molecule.
To investigate this asceet further we Teaáared the

С chemical shieldirq

tensors of acetophenone (C^H„COCH ) .r a single crystal. This molecule is
6 D
)
particularly interestinq because it contains three types of carbon atoms, i.e.
carbonyl, aromatic and methyl carbons, which have been investigated before in
different molecules.
A single crystal study of a carbonyl carbon has been Tiade in aenzophenone [ 1 ]
and it will be interesting to see now the lower sy-nnctry ir acetophenone
affects tre principal elements and tne orin^ioal airections of the carbonyl
smelding tensor. The shielding of aromatic and methyl carbon atoms nave been
investigated in alkyl-substitutcd benzenes | 2-4 | and the latter also in some
other systems [ 5-7 ] .
Comparison of the tensors of the aromatic carbons in acetophenone with those
of the alkyl-substituted benzenes should reveal the influence of the type of
substituent on these tensors.
Experimental
The measurements were performed with the double resonance spectrometer

*

scheduled to appear in J. Magn. Res., August 1978.
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aescribed earlier | 7 ] usinq the multiplo contact
Enhanced

Р Г З І О П of the Proton

С NMR method of Pines et al. ( 9 ] . At -170°С the protons can be

rooolan/ed in 3 seconds wru le eiqht cross-polarization contacts between the
carbon and proton spins wore made during each proton lock period. For a
spectrum with sufficienr signal-to-noisc ratio (fig. 1) 1000 FID's were added
in aoout 7 гin.

ACETOPHENONE

-100

Fin ¿ve 1

-50

С Y
. AW apßf'ti"<m of a sin-jlo
r'ieier fvsqi'foy.'vj

b?

0
50
100
SHIFT (ρρ m from liquid benzene]

is

ays

ta7, of acetophononc.

IS ¡{Hz, the lineiliith

is

apnroxinately

Vie

speetvo4G Hz.

A single crystal ol acetophonone was grown from the -nelt by tho Bridgnan
technique. Coninorcially available m ^ o r i a l was used witloat

further o u n f i c a -

tion. Fron this crystal а сuoe W Í S ' at wiich ~itted in о ir gonioToter device
[7 | . Ore of tne oaaes wdb

perpendit alar to tie growing uirecti^r, bat the

1

analysis late - showed ~hat tiis a^reclicn dia rot

та о a special

orientation

relative to the crystallog'-aohic planes. X-^ay Dhotocr jp is of crystals of '"he
size we are using

(5 χ 5 χ b -ran) a r " toc dif_ase to find the orie-itaLion of

the crystal axes with a precession camera. Fortunately, we л'еге able

о derive

this informat-on from tne NMR results, as cescribed oe-ow

Data analysis
Single crystals of acetophenone are m o n o c l m i c at 1'54 K, belonging to the
space grouo P2 /n with four molecules in the unit cell | 10 | . It is reasonable
to assume that the cell parameters are the same at -170 С where we performed
our measurements. The unit cell contains an inversion center so tnore are 16
magnetically different carbon sites, but only in a few orientations all
were resolved

16 lines

(fig. 1) .

The crystal w a s rotated around three orthogona^ axes ard the positions of
the NMR lines were plotted as a f u n c n o n of the rotation -angle. To entangle
the

16 sinewaves in these rotational plots it was necessary to take a spectrum

every 5 d e g r e e s . One o* the rotational plots is shown in fig. 2. The soectraii
of fig. 1 was taken at a rotation angle of 65 .
The arrow p o n t s at the rotation angle where all four molecules m
become nagnetically equivalent, i.e. wnere H

the unit cell

lies in the ac p l a n e . Л11
о

rotational plots contain such an angle

(since all planes cross the ac plane)

and this, in principle, can be used to find the orientation of the ac plane
relative to the laboratory axes and thus of the b axis. In practice, however,
we varied the angle between the rotation axes and the b axis together with
the tensor elements, expressed with respect to the crystal axes system, in
the minimization procedure, restricting the latter to the symnetry

relations

of the space group.
This analysis produced two tensors for each chemically different caroon nucleus,
and the assignment of these tensors to the molecules in the cell has to be
made, as usual, by "common sense" arguments.
The twelve tensors belonging to the ring carbon atoms could be divided

into

two sets of six tensors, the most shielded element of each tensor in one set
being parallel w i t m n

experimental accuracy. The tensors in ore set obviously
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belong to the sano molecule and also we notxeed that the most shielded direction
of these tensors and tne norma] to tne molecular plane Tiade equal angles with
the b axis [ 10 ] . Тпіь can bo no coincidence and thus we concluded that tho
most shielded direction of the aromatic carbons is perpendicular to the plane
of the ring. This also determines the orientation of the crystal axes a and с
relative to the laboratory axes system. The most shielded element of one of
the carbonyl tensors is now perpendicular to the sp
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plane of the carbonyl

γ
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1 aro
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^ Ги'^ь, t í o

tho p r i n c i p a l
dxroc-iors

a-'ío J e u i c t o i

'-1 f i q .

л і ' i tht
5,

Wo ы.^1 г Ол' d i s c u s s the t c i s o r s o 4 t u

a.

isotrooic

va' io« ana tuo

tiolccular axf a s y s t f r .

is-n-} t i e

'oivoi'x^rs

i i i _ c r r i t functional

Tieso

or Me) r i-i q [ 11 ] .
jroaps in t u r n .

aromatic

O ir conclusion cna~ tie nost shielded elonent of t 10

lomical si tf tersor

of all aromatic caibons is uorpondicular to tho rinq is in compie*о agree
ment with the measurements on alkyl-subst it.ui-ed benzenes | 2-4 ] . This
property I 1 ) thus appears to be independent of tho ' ypo of substituent,
vii other it is an electron releasing (iretnyl) or an electron withdrawing
group (acetyl). An extra ambiguity in assigning the tensors to a particular
ηικ lous aroso because of the quas^ inversion 00 iter witnin the ring. We
expected to bo able to solve this rrcole1-! at least f or С1 âne C4 oy
comparing trie isotropic values With the values measured in the liqaid I I? | .
However, althoucjn the di'-foronco between tie two resonances in tho liquid
state is larjer thar our exoeriirentil erro>-, Taale 1 snows tha*" the isotropic values in tho solía state are equal (although the individual elenonts
are not ! ) .
Apparently, tue rapid notation of the acotcj qrouo aro md the C1-C7 bond,
which is fro/en oat at -170° C, affects tht shielding of CI and Ci differertly. (Probably σ

is most sensitive for this rotation). The assignment was

made by assuming that the tensors of the meta carbon atoms C3 and C5 should
be approxmately equal [ 12 ) ana that the tensor of CI is expected to
deviate^ more from tnese two than does the tensor of C4.
The large out-of-plane shielding on C2 may ι he>n be ascribed to the vicinity
of tne lone-pair electrons on the oxygen atom. The out-of-plane shielding
of tho substituted caroon atom C- is smaller than tnat o- tie mr-substituted
oaroon atoms, in contrast to what is foand in all iietlyl benzenes.
Applenan and Dailey [ 13 ] ascribe the small amsotropy in the

С shielding

tensor of C, F, relative to C.H,. to the inductive effect of the fluorine
G 6
6 6
substituents. This would be in agreement witn our find_ngs since both fluorine
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Ftgure
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Fepresentation
The length
in that
every

Ιό

С ohemiaaL shielding

of the ellipsoid

direction

relative

of the ellipsoids

corresponding

tensors.

tensore

axes is proportional
to a reference

tyne of carbon atom and defined

The size
of

of the

in

bo the

by a

tensor

shielding

which is

different
for
1
„ = αηΊ
- o,J.
3
3Z
11

is a measure of the anisotropy

The nethyl

aceiophenone.

is magnified

of

by a

the
factor

two.

and acetyl are electron withdrawing while a methyl group is electron
releasing, so we expect opposite effects of methyl substitution and acetyl
substitution.
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Tabi f

σ

Cl

C2

СЭ

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

principal

isotropic

values

value

11

- 94.6

22

- 29.3

33

108.5

11

- 99.1

22

- 28.1

33

130.8

11

-101.4

22

- 16.3

33

120.8

11

-111.9

22

- 27.0

33

124.В

11

-106.1

22

- 17.2

33

122.0

11

- 94.4

22

- 28.8

33

121.5

11

-149.7

22

-102.6

33

45.5

11

86.5

22

97.1

33

128.0

-

5.1

liquid
value

-

1.2

-

-

4.7

0.4

0.6

- 68.9

103.9

7.В

0.4

1.0

-

Ь )

0.4

-

2.8

0.4

0.4

- 67.2

103.9

angles with the molecular axes
L

Μ

Ν

4

94

91

86

4

90

89

90

1

117

27

89

153

117

90

89

90

1

120

150

90

150

60

89

89

91

1

1

90

91

90

179

89

89

89

1

122

32

90

148

122

89

89

Θ9

1

121

149

89

148

59

88

88

90

2

171

99

87

99

10

94

88

85

5

41

131

90

88

87

4

131

139

86

a)
shifts are in ppm (± 2 ppm) relative to an external reference of liquid benzene.
Angles aie in degrees (± 2*).

О for a definition of the nolecalar axes L, M and N refer to fig. 3.
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b.

Cíirbonyl
As J η ben/opncnonc | 1 | and,
ca^bonyl nucleus i s -obt

in f a c t ,

irboxyl сомроипЗь tuo

in ciimost a l l

ып s l a e j when H i s peroonaicu-ar t o "no s o , olano
о
/

which in acotoolienono makes an anqlo of ¿,Ί

witn с h о plano ) r tic b< П/Onc

ring (Cig. 3 ) . The as/nnotric -.urroundinj of tic n u d e is is roTloctiJ in Ine
o^iortation of "io otlor two principal ахоь, '
phenyl group эпсі піаЧоь an angle ol 19

-ι "otatoo "owa^Js tno

with tho C=0 bond diroctmn.

In TdDle J V.C íave listel tie -зг^пспаі values and ~ io i-,οτορι^ and aniso
tropic valuos of t io carbonyl спетісаі shielding m

асotaldehydo, acetone,

acctophtnone and ben¿opnonone. CoTesjionding principal

аілеь in the non-

symnetnc compounas are approxinately equal , which doc ь not hold for tre
symmetric compoundb. The amsotropy parameter ò - о

- J decrcаье in

going froir acetone to ben/ophenone, possibly due to the .ncreasirg electron
density in the C=0 group [ 12 ) .
c. methyl
The principal axes of the methyl tensor are in rather close agreement with
the local syniret^y of the netn/1 group. As usaal, tne nos" snic 1 led elonort
deviates by only a snail атоint (10 ) from the С

axis | 2-7 | .

In methyl grouos directly bound to a benzene ring the least shielded
direction is fo-nd oerpendicalar to the plane of the r u g . In acotophenono
this is the direction of intermediate shielding.

The measurements reported here have demonstrated that tne common teatures of
the chemical shielding of a carbon nucleus m
by Mehnng I 11 ] , i.e. J

an aromatic ring as sunmari/ed

perpendicular to tne ring and

biso'-ting the

C-C-C angle, are true, irrespective of the electronegativity of t lie substituenL(s). Tne variation in tne nagnituce of the inaiv^aual elements,
especially с

and σ,

is much larger (^ 40 ppm) tnan the variation in the

isotropic value. The direction of tne tensor elemen"s m
carbonyl group and tho

amsotropy

ч

tho so

Diane of a

were found to depend ο ι t ie type of

substituents.
As for the methyl group it can be said that it obeys tne general *• ile that a
(local) symmetry axis is usually heavily shielded.
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CHAPTER VI

MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING

VI. 1 Introduction
In the previous chapter wc have shown how high resolution solid state NMR can
be used to obtain the chemical shielding tensors in a molecule by measuring
the shifts of the NMR lines in single crystalline material as a function of
the orientation of the magnetic field.
In many cases, however, single crystals of suitable size are hard or even
impossible to grow. In a powdered sample every chemically different nucleus
yields a broad line each with its own characteristic powder pattern lineshape,
determined by t4e amsotropy of the chemical snift (section II.4). Although
in principle the principal values of the shielding tensors can be derived from
such a spectrum, in practice this is only possible when there are at the most
two sets of chemically different nuclei whose anisotrooies do not overlap.
Wnen there is overlap tne spectrmi usually consists of a broad unresolved
resonance line, in spite of the removal of dipolar broadening.
Often one is not interested in the complete tensoi, for папу purposes, in
particular analytical, the isotropic value of the chemical shift is sufficient
and the amsotropy is in fact only a nuisance. It was realized already in the
early days of high resolution solid state NMR [ Ha68 ] that in those cases a
combination of one of the electronic line narrowing techniques with magic angle
spinning could oe very effective.
As described in chapter III magic angle spinning reduces the dipolar inter
action to its average value which is equal to zero, provided the spinning
frequency is high compared to the dipolar linewidth expressed in frequency
units. To see how magic angle spinning affects the chemical shift we define
an axes system that is fixed on the sample with the ζ axis parallel to the
rotation axis. Sample spinning viewed from this frame amounts to a precession
of Η

о

around z, the angle Э between Η

о

and the rotation axis being constant. At

high spinning frequencies we may perform
φ so that the measured shift, σ
α

L

= σ

zz

an average over the rotation angle

in eq. II.4.6 reduces to

2
1
2
cos 9 + - (σ
+ σ ) sin θ
2
xx
yy

When 0 is equal to the magic angle, θ = arceos 3
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(VI.1.1)

, σ

is equal to the isotropic

sb^ft just аь in a liquid sample (this property is in fact common to all second
ran< tensor interactions m

the high field approximation | Ha76 | ) . When 3 is

no*- exactly nagic some anisotropy гегаіпь.
Thus, by coTibinnq tne

С NUR technique of Pines, Gioby and Waugh with magic

angle spinning into a PREMAS experiment (PRoton Enhanced Magic Angle Spinning)
it is possible to obtain a high resolution

С spectrum of a solid sample,

c

containing one single narrow line or еаст chemically different carben atom.
Til s is true both for single crystals and for powders because the isotropic
value is independent of tne magnetic field direction ana thus equal for all
microcrystallites in the powder.
The general idea was that for an effective reduction of the chemical shift
anisotropy the spinning frequency υ

should be high co-npared to this anisotropy

expressed in frequency units. When Schaefer et al. performed the first success
ful experiments in 1976 [ Sc76 ] it soon became clear that the requirements
are much less stringent.
The explanation for this fortunate circumstance must be sought in the static
nature of the chemical shift; tne local field due to chemical shift inter
actions does not change in tine when the sample is not spinning, wnile the
local field due to dipolar interactions does.

Now, magic angle spinning

averages the spatial part of both types of interactions but this averaging
is only effective when the spmdependent part does not change much during
a rotation period. Flip flop transitions, induced by I I spinoperators,
+
-1
occur at a rate which is of the order of Τ . In solids Τ is short and thus
-1
high spinning rrequencies, fulfilling the condition υ >> Τ , are required
to suppress dipolar broadening.
The anisotropic linewidth is reduced already at much lower spinning frequencies.
According to eq. II.4.6 the resonance frequency of a spinning sample can be
written as

ν = ,/ (1 - σ
+ terms oscillating at ν and 2υ )
О
ISO
r
r

(VI. 1.2)

The FID will induce a frequency modulated voltage and its Fourier spectrum
will contain a centerband at ν {1-е
о

) and sidebands at + nv
ISO

r

(n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . ) . The spinning frequency must only be high enough to
separate the centerband from the sidebands. Wnen the C-Η dipolar linewidth
is reduced already by proton decoupling spinning frequencies of ^ 2 kHz have
shown to be sufficient to obtain a linewidth of < 5 Hz in a 14 kGauss field.
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Spir -il rq f »-oqiK^ic j o> of 2 <Hz are r e a ' l i l y a t t í i i n a b l c with the botro uoscrit oc'
in tho exoenmert a l

section.
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Tirrtions
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frequoniy. Us^allv,

'hoy αο not ir o^-'oro Vvith the snoc t i .m bi.t i " ti ey ao

•Jiey can bo '-r\ cc »jy

агуіі q tno spinnmn f^rq iene .

A spoctru-i obtairHM with t he PREMAS t e c h n i q u

contains e s s e n t i a l l y

p a r a r e t o r s as a proton doc ounled l i q u i d s M t o

t i e same

С 'ore tram. Therefore tuo

pc "'"отігігс e of s u m an ex-ooriirent i s only wor' iw' ile

if one i s m t o r o s t e l

ciist net s o l i d s t a ' o p r o p o r t i e s . As l e g i ^ l s c i e i r i c a l rpal i c i t i o n s the
rx)tc-it.al i t i o ^ of t h i s tec i n i q i
A η mber o~ 7) S ' u l c

1

«τ-ο ex'cc tod η

a p p l l c a t l o г ^ car be

t i e fie

η

jreatcst

1 cjf ¡ o l y r o r

clonistry.

cn'-xorol immediately.

(1) Many Lochnically mrxj^tant po]"nors arc not solitile

jn a s u i t a b l e

Tius, NMR p.i'-anet с rs can only be obtained froir the s o l i d
(2) νίκη a polymer s"

4

solvent.

state.

it ion is cone ont ^ a t e 1 Чк polymer " u r l s up" ard even

r

t u a l l y m t о s o l i 1 ~ta'-e ~ho isc tropic c h e m c a l s^i^t of a nacleus i s
r o t only actorminod by i t s d i r e c t cr e n i e a l environnent b i t a l s o oy the
лау tno macromolecales aro arranejenl in space. 1 10 r e s u l t i n g

interactions

can be studied with high resol ..tion s o l i d s t a t e NMR.
(3) If a 1 ucieus t n a t i s p a r t of a c o s s - l i n k

in a two or t h r e e d m o n s i o n a l

pcly-e'r nas a well resolvou resonance, t i e i n t e n s i t y o* t i s реач i s a
d i ^ o ' t r e a s iro o '

u» a-ount of с ro-.s-l i r ^ i r g ^n ' r e s a n ó l e . Τ i s

lin< Dccontaqc> delc^rruros r m y "іечЬапісаІ prone^Lies oc
is difficult

cross-

tho polynor a n !

to o b t a i n o t h e r w i s e .

(Ί) The well resolved s p e c t r a ΓΟΓΗΙΟ1" it p o s s i b l e t o study molecular motion
e i t l e r of t i e backbone i t s e l f or οΓ s u o s t i t a e n t s on t i e backbone by
r e l a x a t i o n reasurc monts. These i n t e r n a l molecular -notions a i e

closely

r e l a t e d t o the .nacroscoo^c o r o p e r t i es езі a polyrror, Schaofe>r e t a l .
proDoseo a c o r r e l a t i o n between t i c i n p i c t s t r o n g t n of a oolymer and tne
r a t i o Τ /Τ, , t io c r o s s r e l a x a t i o n ι ι*-ιο and tne r o t a t i n g frame s p i n er 1
l a t t i c e r e l a x a t i o n time, r e s p . [ Sc // | .
( )) The e f f e c t
température

of e x t e r n a l forces apolied t o a sample and t h e e f f e c t
variation

(glass t r a n s i t i o n s )

can be studied or a

of

microscopic

level .
In t 11s cnaoter we w i l l p r e s e n t preliminary
by us with the PREMAS t e c h n i q u e .
spectrometer
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achieved

in all cases by simultaneously irradiating at tho prot.on resonance

frequency (60 MHz) with an rf field of rotating amplitude II

= 14 Gauss and

spinning the sample at the Tiagic angle with I'iOO - 2000 rotations/second. The
sensitivity was er.nanccd by cross polarization.

VI.? Hexamethylbenzene
It is known that at room temperature the hexarrcthylbenzene nolocules in the
lattice reorient rapidly around their sixfold axis and that in addition the
nethyl groups are rotating around their threefold axis. Despite these internal
motions the

С spectrum consists of one broad line if no proton decoupling

is applied.
Fig. VI.1.a shows the

С spectrum of hexamethylbenzone at room temperature

under proton decoupling conditions. The methyl peak is rather narrow and
symmetric but the aromatic peak has the typical powder pattern lineshape of
an axially symmetric tensor as described in section II.4. This is a consequence
of the molecular motions in the lattice which render the shielding tensors
of the ring carbon atoms axially symmetric and those of the methyl carbon
atoms isotropic. The principal values of the ring carbon tensors are hard to
extract fron the spectrum in fig. VI.1.a because of the overlap with the
methyl peak. Fig. VI. 1 .b shows a spectrum that was calculated using the data
of a single crystal study of hexamethylbenzene [ Pa74 ] . The spectrum was
obtained by convoluting eq. II.4.10 with a gaussian broadening function of
30 Hz width. The intensity of the peaks is normalized on the methyl peak in
the experimental spectrum. The large anisotropy of the ring carbon shielding
tensor and the overlap of the two peaks is nicely illustrated.
In fig. VI.1.с a spectrum is shown of the same compound, now spinning at the
magic angle with a frequency ν

= 1800 Hz. The linewidth is reduced to 30 Hz,

the aromatic peak is now also symmetric and centered at ν
о

(1 - σ.

) , where

ISO

σ.
= - (α,. + 2α. ) . The intensity of the spinning sidebands S at
iso
3
И
1
ν (1 - σ. ) + ν decreases when the spinning frequency is increased. The
о
iso
r
broad line denoted R is due to the material of which the rotor is made
(polyacetal). Presently the rotors are made of KelF which does not give a
detectable
С signal. At lower spinning frequencies more sidebands appear
at υ ( l - o . ) + ην . The intensity of the sidebands is not symmetric around
о
iso
r
ν (1 - σ. ) ( Li76 ] . The bandpattern finally collapses into the asymmetric
о

ISO

powder pattern of fig. VI.1.a when the spinning frequency is reduced to zero.
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VI.3 Adamantane
Adamantane has become a standard reference sample material for high resolution
solid state NMR due to its favourable properties at room temperature. Molecules
of adamantane are globular shaped (fig. VI.2) and at room temperature they
reorient rapidly around their symmetry axes and diffuse through the lattice
which is cubic I Re69 ) . As a result there is considerable motional narrowing
and averaging. An ordinary

С spectrum (without decoupling) is shown in

fig. VI.2.a. It consists of a single gaussian shaped line with a linewidth of
1 kHz.
There are two types of chemically different carbon atoms in the molecule:
four tertiary, bound to three carbon atoms and one proton (CH) , and six
secondary, bound to two carbon atoms and two protons (CH ) . Fig. VI.2.b shows
1
13
a

H decoupled

С spectrum of adamantane, in which the two resonances are

clearly resolved with an intensity ratio of 2 : 3 as expected. Due to motional
averaging only the isotropic chemical shifts are measured.
Fig. VI.2.с shows a spectrum of adamantane subject to simultaneous proton
decoupling and magic angle spinning. Apparently, the spectrum of fig. VI.2.b
contains a considerable amount of dipolar broadening and/or chemical shift
amsotropy. The linewidth in fig. VI.2.с is < 5 H¿, rather close to the value
measured in liquid adamantane and probably determined by the inhomogeneity
of our magnet.
С spin lattice relaxation time measurements have been performed on adamantane
dissolved in CS. [ Ku70 ] . The results are reproduced in table VI.1.
When the relaxation is due to dipolar interactions with adjacent protons only
one expects the ratio Τ
of Τ

/T
ICH ICH
for nucleus ι [Br74 ]

to be equal to 2 on the basis of the formula

τ"! = Σ γ 2 γ 2 h 2 гТ б τ
li

]

ι

:

ID

(VI.3.1)

с

which holds in the extreme narrowing case (ω τ
oc

<< 1). When next nearest

neighbouring protons are taken into account and assuming standard bond lengths
and angles eq. VI.3.1 predicts a ratio of 1.82, equal to the experimental value
of 1.80 ± 0.25. The authors conclude that dipolar interaction with protons on
the same molecule is the dominant relaxation mechanism for the

С spins in

adamantane in solution.
Since solid adamantane behaves in many ways as a liquid, at least to NMR
standards, it is interesting to test the validity of this conclusion in a solid
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Τ

was calculated by aaaoting eq. VI.3.2

{M(r)

M(»)} = {M(o) - M(«)} exp (-τ/Τ )

(VI >. '1

to the measured values of Μ(τ) . M(o) and Mf03) were also varirvi during t о
nunimization (fig. VI.4).
The resulting values of Τ

are tabulated in table VI.1. Their ratio amr m'

to 1.84 + 0.3 which is within experimental accuracy equal to the vai io
observed in solution [ Ku70 J but the individual values are apnroxiπ i!ol\ ;
times shorter.
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of solid

L

camphov. The

Hnewidth

Fron the ratio found it follows that also in the solid the

С spin-lattice

relaxation is governed by dipolar interaction with protons within the
molecule. The correlation time in the solid is a factor of ten largor than in
adamantane dissolved in CS

(see eq. VI.3.1), provided the extreme narrowing

condition is still valid [ Re69 ] .

VI. 4 Cairphor
A high resolution solid state spectrum of camphor at room temperature obtained
with combined

H decoupling and magic angle spinning is shown in fig. VI.5.

All lines are clearly resolved except for C3 and C4, which overlap even in a
spectrum of campnor in solution [ Br74 ] .Molecules of camphor are also globular
shaped, although less ideal as adamantane molecules.
Grandjean et al. [ Gr73 1 have measured tne spin-lattice relaxation times of
the

С spins in camphor dissolved m

C^D . Almost equal Τ values were found
6 6
1

for all carbon atoms, irrespective of the number of adjacent protons. Tney
conclude that both dipolar and spin rotation interactions are involved in the
relaxation of the

С nuclei at room temperature, in contrast to what is found

in adamantane where only dipolar interaction is of importance. (In both cases
the contribution of the chemical shift anisotropy is expected to be negligible).
To investigate the relaxation behaviour of camphor in the solid state we
carried out Τ

measurements on this compound in the same way as described for
13
С and the proton

adamantane. However, the unfavourable length of Doth the

spin-lattice relaxation times obstructed an accurate measurement within a
reasonable amount of time. Hence, only a few tentative conclusions can be
drawn.
(1) The

С spin-lattice relaxation times are in the same order of magnitude

as those reported
(2) The Τ

for camphor dissolved
13

's of all the

m

CS

("" 7 soc.) [ Gr7 3 ] .

С nuclei in the molecule are approximately

at least they do not differ by an amount as would b e expected

equal,

for purely

dipolar relaxation. Apparently also in solid camphor spin rotation
actions contribute to the
VI.5

inter

С relaxation.

Polymethylnethacrylate

The polymer of methylmethacrylate,
н

п' С Н з
H c=c С-0-СН
о
79

is commercially known as "perspox" and "lucite".
PolyiGthylmctnacryj-at e (ΡΜΜΛ) is a linear polymer of which the methylene and
the quaternary carbon atom constitute the backbone. As usual in linear poly
mers, the chemical shift oç

a carbon aton depends on the relative orientation

of the subsfituents at the backbone in its vicinity. If equivalent groups are

CH3
-C-CH2 —

OCH,

C=0

I
0CH3

c=o

а-сн,

1"

lie

/ ."

"

100

150

200

¡ *1Г j f

'у

50

"! if s 1 "ri i'r-iymoTKyiyrc'-'hn-'ryZa'e

'pPi'stc^j.

all substituted on one side of the backbone tne polymer is called isotactic;
if they are substituted alternatively at both sides, it is called syndiotactic;
the polymer is called atactic when the substitution is random. Of course,
a polymer will never be 100° iso- or syndiotactic. By measuring the intensities
of tne peaks due to the same type of carbon atom and relating the shift of
these peaks to the local tacticity (which may include up to 5 molecular
fragments) one can obtain information on the tacticity of the polymer as a
whole. This method is used extensively on polymers in solution.
A high resolution spectrum of solid perspex (atactic PMMA) is shown in
fig. VI.6. The treasured peak positions and Imewidths are tabulated in table
VI.2. The assignments are made by comparison with a spectrum of s-PMMA
dissolved in pyndine-d
80

[ Ly77 ] .

Тело Le Vi.2
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s-PMMA dissolved ir pyridire-d_ [ Ly77 ]
b)

solid perspex (fig. VI.б)
ppra downfiold from TMS (+ 1 ppm)

The methylene peak is not completely resolved in the solid state spectrum. The
width of the a-Tiethyl peak must be ascribed to chemical shift dispersion dae
to interactions with neighbouring molecular fragments. The intensity of the
quaternary carbon peak is rather surprising since one expects the effective
ness of the cross relaxation to increase with increasing runber of adjacent
protons.
№ have also measured the spectra of samples of 95 o isotactic and of 89°
syndiotactic PMMA. Lyerla et al. [ Ly77 ] have measurod the spectra of these
compounds dissolved in pyndine-d . They find a difference of 5 ppm in tne
5
p o s i t i o n of t h e α-methyl peak i n t h e two s p e c t r a . Probably because of t h e
width of t h i s peak i n t h e s o l i d s t a t e spectrum we did not observe a n o t i c e a b l e
d i f f e r e n c e with t h e spectrum of perspex shown m f i g .
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We have iieasarod the rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation time Τ

of the

separate lines in tne perspex spectrum. The pulse sequence wo have used is
depicted in fig. VI.7. The

С magnetization, obtained by cross polarization

via the protons is held locked for a time τ during which it decays with a
cnaractenstic time Τ

. Tne ( Η decoupled) FID is recorded when the lock

field is switched off.
Τ

was calculated by adapting eq. VI.5.1

Μ(τ)

M(o) exp (-τ/Τ

(VI.5.1)

lp

to the measured values of Μ(τ). Both Τ

and M(o) were varied during the

minimization. The results are shown in fig. VI.8 and VI.9 and listed in
table VI.J.
Clearly the various nuclei relax at a different rate. The Τ

values we have

found are in the range of 20 to 120 ms, ten times longer than those fouid
by Schaefer et al. [ Sc77 ] in the same compound, although their relative
magnitude is roughly equal.
This large discrepancy is not fully understood yet. It night be caused by a
Difference in sample material (they heated the polymer to above the glass
transition temperature before the rotor was fabricated) or by a difference
in experimental conditions. Schaefer et al. used a Η

field of 7 Gauss and
In
a spinning frequency of 3 kHz, whereas we used 14 Gauss and 2 kHz, respectively.
The dependence of Τ
on the rf field amplitude was calculated by Blicharski
-1
[ B172 ] . In the region where γ Η < т
< γ Η
Τ
is proportional to
о
(γ Η - ) and thus ar increase of Η from 7 to 14 kGauss would account for

labi-e

VT.O

13

С Τ, oalues
lo

in perspex

C=0

OCH

at ^ccm

terrneratvr'e
I

-CP

T . (ms)
lp
The amplitude of the

124

89

С lock field is 56 kHz.

The spinning frequency is 2 kHz.
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Vl.i

К it uro cutlook_

'l'ut ini:aauifcimriits ìebcribed in the previous sections clearly demonstrate the power
Η decoupling and magic angle spinning in obtaining high resolution

or Cj.'iiDined
1 ^

С ii.n'itra of powdered solid sanples. Soectroireters of this type are (being)
i' !.. ' t ι:: ΊΙ vi-nal institutes all over the world and probably they will even be
ο

ι- lally available in the near future.

о л ' it^cal üi-marks on the method are appropriate here.
ιU

1' іь not always possible to obtain a resolution as high as shown for
oxu.iiple m

figs. VI.l.c, VI.2.с and VI. 5. The resolution is limited either

by cncniLcal shift dispersion (as in perspex) or by some intrinsic quantity
I

T

iailed Τ , wnicn depends on the type of decoupling performed (T
to 'Γ , in liquids) . Expressions for Τ

is equal

were derived by Haeberlen and

Wuuijn I Ha69 ] for a number of homonuclear decoupling experiments.
The cuthors predict that a combination of magic angle spinning and rf
irradiation could be infavoarable when the spinning frequency is close
to the rf field amplitude, expressed in frequency units (in our case
H, - 14 Gauss ~ 13 kHz and ν ~ 2 kHz). This effect has not been observed
IH
r
yet to our knowledge but it might be related with the unexpected Τ
benavioui mentioned in the previous section.
Of cour no the resolution can be inproved by increasing the magnitude of
tuo external static field, except m

the case where the linewidth is

deter milled by chemical shift dispersion. The intensity of the sidebands,
wnicli is proportional to the chemical shift amsotropy and inversely
pioportional to the spinning freqiency, will increase when the spinning
fi-iquoncy is not changed but this does not harn the resolution.
(.') Tin- bpoctra snown in the previous sections were all obtained within a few
hours at the most. In this respect, these compounds are favourable; in
many cases the sensitivity is limited for a number of reasons.

Ь4

(a) The proton spin-lattice

relaxation time m

solids at room temperature

is usually of the order of seconds to minutes, making the process
of signal averaging ratnor time consuming. In our single
measurements described

crystal

in the previous chapter we circumvented

problem by measuring at a tempe-ature

(-

this

1 /0° С) where an of tective

proton spin relaxation mecnanism exists.
A PREMAS experiment at non ambient temperatures is hard to perform
because a large volume of gas is blown along the sample, making
temperature regulation very difficult.
(b) Since cross relaxation is achieved by dipole-d]pole

interactions

it is

affected by magic angle spinning. At 2 kHz the effect is not as
dramatic as ore mignt fear but still the sensitivity enhancement
reduced

is

in some cases.

(c) The Free Induction Decay of a PRFMAb
" 250 m s , conpared to

•· 50 ms for a

spinning. Consequently,

С spectrun is of tne o r d e " of
F decoupled spectrum

without

less contacts can b e made during one proton

lock period ana this again reduces tne sensitivity ennancement

and

increases the duration of the experiment.
At the moment, the low sensitivity
state

inhibits the "mass production" of solid

spectra,

in particular the accurate measurement of relaxation timos.
3/2
The signal-to-noise ratio is usually assumed '-o oe proportional to 11
I Ab61 ] Tnus an increase of tne magnetic field by a factor of three, attain
able by a superconducting nagnet presently being installed at our laooratory,
3/2 2
will yield a gain in tine of about (3
) = 2 7 , which is very much indeed.
The metnod would

improve substantially if it were also possiolo

the protons faster than by normal spin-lattice
Doping with paramagnetic

to repolari7e

relaxation.

impurities is a wellknown method to decrease Τ

may b e less effective under magic angle spinning conditions since
effectiveness depends on spin diffusion which is governed by

bat

its

dipole-dipole

interactions. Moreover, it nay affect tne spectrum.
Another way of quickly repolarizing protons was demonstrated by Veeman
Yannoni [ Ve75 ] . In this experiment the magnetization of a quadrupolar
such as

and
nucleus

CI is transferred to the proton spin system by sweeping through

chlorine resonance. If this technique or some other repolarization

the

technique

could b e implied in the PREMAS experiment its power in the study of solid
polymers would increase

tremendously.
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes a number of high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance
experiments on organic single crystals and powders. We have measured the
chemical shielding tensors of all carbon atoms in single crystals of tnree
compounds. Both the onncipal values and the onrcipal directions could be
determined. In a njrnber of powdered samples we have measured the isotropic
chemical shift of the

С nuclei. In these cases, the anisotropy was renoved

with magic angle spinning.
Chapter II describes the theory of a solid state spin system. The relevant
terms in the Hamiltonian are discussed and the concepts of "spin temperature
in the rotating frame" and "spin locking" are introduced, emphasizing the
difference between solid state NMR and liquid state NMR. The rapid tumbling
of the molecules in a liquid sample suppresses all anisotropic interactions,
in particular the dipolar interaction and the anisotropic chemical shift.
In solids the dipolar interaction introduces a line broadening which is
generally much larger than the chemical siiift anisotropy. This shift, however,
is the most important NMR parameter, at least for analytical purposes.
In chapter III we describe the techniques that have been developed recently
to reduce the dipolar linewidth in solids. The technique of Proton Enhanced
С NMR, which we used to obtain our results, is discussed in detail. When
the dipolar linewidth has been eliminated it is possible to measure both the
isotropic and the anisotropic chemical shift. In single crystals every
chemically different nucleus gives rise to one single resonance line. By
measuring fie

position of this line as a function of the orientation of the

crystal with respect to the magnetic field we determined the

С chemical

shielding tensors of the carbon atoms in acetic acid, para-xylene and
acetophenone. The results are presented in chapter V. The NMR spectrometer we
have used for tnese measurements is described in chapter IV, together with the
computer programs for the analysis of the data.
It turns out that the direction of the principal axes of these tensors is
almost completely determined by the local symmetry of the molecule. Only in
acetic acid we have detected a marked influence of neighbouring molecules
the crystal. Accurate theoretical calculations of the chemical shielding in
molecules of this size are not available to date, but comparison of our
results with measurements in related systems has led to some qualitative
conclusions.

ΘΘ

m

In chaptor VI high resolution NMR spectra are shown of a numbor of powdered
samólos. The (inhomogeneous) linebroadenng that is caused by the chemical
shift anisotropy in polycrystalline material was removed witn nagic angle
spinning. The combination of Proton Enhanced

Γ NMR with Magic Angle Spinning

(PREMASI is extremely useful for the study of molecular motion in solids since
the relaxation of all

С nuclei can be measured separately. Our results on

adamantane and polymethylmethacrylate clearly demonstrate this feasibility.
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SAMFNVATTING

In dit oroefschrift /i]n hoqe rosolutie kernspin rebonantie experimenten aan
een aantal organische vaste stoffen beschreven. Van drie organische éénkristallen ?i")n voor alle
Van deze

С kernen de cnemische vcrschuivinqs tensoren gemeten.

tersorer 713η zowel de hoofdwaarden als de hoofdncntingen behaald.

Tevens is van een aantal vaste роеаогч, waaronder een polymeer, ao isotrope
chemische verschuiving van de

С kernen gemeten. De anisotropie in de che

mische verschuiving werd hierbi] bitgemiddeld met behulp van "magic angle
spinning".
Hoofastuk II behandelt ao theorie van oen
relevante temen m

spinsysteom in de vaste stof. De

de Hamiltomaan worden besproken en begrippen als spin-

tenporatuur in het roterend assenstelsel en "spin locking" worden geïntroduceerd. Het verschil tussen vaste stof NMR en NMR in vloeistoffen wordt hierbij
benadrukt. Dankzij de snelle bewegingen die een molekuul in de vloeistoffase
ondergaat woraen alle anisotrope interacties, met name de dipolairc interactie
tussen ae <ernspins en de anisotrope cnemische verschuiving, uitgemidaeld.
In de vaste stof is dit m

het algemeen niet het geval. De dipolaire interactie

veroorzaakt hier een lijnverbreding die vaak groter is dan de anisotropie in
de chemische verschuiving. Het іь echter ]uist deze verschuiving, die karak
teristiek is voor de chemische omgeving van eer kern, die NMR tot een zo
belangrijke analyse techniek heeft gemaakt.
In hoofdstuk III worden de technieken beschreven welke in de laatste jaren
zijn ontwikkeld om de dipolaire lijnverbreding in vaste stoffen te reduceren,
met uiteraard de nadruk op de techniek die door ons wordt toegeoast voor het
verkrijgen van hoge resolutie

С NMR soectra.

Door het reduceren van de lijnbreedte kan nu ook hot anisotrope gedeelte van
de chemische verschuiving gemeten worden. In éénkristallen geeft iedere
chemisch verschillende

С kern een resonantielijn

bij een frequentie die

afhangt van de oriëntatie van het kristal in het magneetveld. Hierdoor is
het mogelijk on het tensor karakter van de chemische verschuiving te meten.
De resultaten van dergelijke metingen aan kristallen van azijnzuur, paraxyleen en acetofenon staan vermeld in hoofdstuk V.
De NMR spectrometer die hiervoor gebruikt werd staat beschreven in hoofdstuk
IV, tesamen met de computerprogramma's voor het analyseren van de meetgegevens.
Nauwkeurige berekeningen van de chemische verschuiving in molekulen van dit
formaat staan nog niet ter beschixking, maar door vergelijking van onze
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resjltaten net iretingen aan verwante molekulen hebben we enkele kwalitatieve
conclusies kunnen trekken.
Ir poedervorniqe -nonsters veroorzaakt de anisotropie in de choirische verschuiving weer een lijnverbreding omdat alle kristalonentaties tegelijkertijd
voorkomen. De/e bror van li jnverbrpding kan men elimineren iret "magic angle
spinning". Do spectra die non verkrijgt leveren in principe dezelfde informatie op als vloeistof NMR spectra. Dit maakt de/e techniek bij uitstek
geschikt voor het orderzoek van n e t of slecht oplosbare stoffen, met nane
polymeren. Verwacht wordt dat de PREMAS techniek (PRoton Enhanced Magic Angle
Spinning) belangrijk zal worden bij het zoeken naar verbanden tussen macroscopische en microscopische eigenschappen van polymère materialen.
De spectrometer die voor dit doel op onze afdeling is gebouwd werkt sinds een
paar maanden en in hoofdstuk VI staan enkele voorlopige resultaten vermeld
die bereikt zijn bij het zoeken naar de mogelijkheden van deze techniek.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

De auteur van dit oroofschrift word goboron in Rotterdam op ?3 juli 1919.
Na hot banalen van het eincexair.on Gymnasiun-B boqon hl] in i,eptCTibor 196 i
mot de «ichoikundo studio aan de Katholioke Universiteit m

Nijmegen.

Het kandidaatsexa-ien legde ni] in septonoor 1971 af, hot doctoraalexamen in
decemoer 1973 net als hoofdvak molecuulsoectroscoDie on als bijvakkon theoretische chemie en capita uit de natuurkunde. Van feoruari 1974 tot nei 1978
hee-t hl] als wetenschappelijk medewerker van ao SON een promotieonderzoek
verricht op do aidoling molecuulsrx^ctroscoDie bij orof. E. do Boer.
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STELLINGEN

De interpretatie die O'Connor et al. geven van het ESR spectrum van
2+
[Zn(C H NO) ] (CIO ) Cu
is onijuist. Dit valt af te leiden uit de temperatuur
Ь Ь
b
ч Ζ
afhankelijke metingen van Wood et al.
C.J. O'Connor, E. Sinn and R.L. Carlin, Inorg. Chem., 16 (1977) 3314
J.S. Wood, С Р . Keijzers and E. de Boer, Chem. Phys. Letters 51 (1977) 489

II

Door Corey en Williams wordt ten onrechte gesuggereerd dat de vorming van
α- en S-hydroxylactamen in de laatste stap van hun totaalsynthese van f1-)cerulenine nauwelijks van invloed is op de efficiëntie van deze syntnese.
E.J. Corey and D.R. Williams, Tetrahedron Lett., 44 (1977) 3847

III

Busetto et al. geven kristallografische evidentie voor "side-on" gebonden N
in RhCl[P(i-Pr)

] N

die in strijd is met hun spektroskopische gegevens.

Op grond hiervan, en op grond van de eigenschappen van de overeenkomstige
verbinding RhCl[ P(cy-C Η ) ] N , mag aangenomen worden dat de werkelijke
o 11 J ¿ ¿
bindmgswijze van het N in deze complexen "end-on" is, maar dat in het
15
14
gemeten kristal N is vervangen door "side-on" bindend O . Een
N N
isotoop infrarood studie zou hierover uitsluitsel kunnen geven.
C. Busetto, A. D'Alfonso, F. Maspero, G. Perego and A. Zazzetta, J. Chem.
Soc. Dalton, 1977,1828
H.L.M, van Gaal and F.L.A. van den Bekerom, J. Organometal. Chem., 134 (1977)
237

IV

Wanneer Sano et al. beweren dat acenafteenquinon m e t zône-gezuiverd kan worden
vanwege de thermolabiliteit van deze verbinding houden zij geen rekening met
de mogelijkheid van zône-sublimatie.
M. Sano, T. Narisawa and Y.J. l'Haya, Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 48 (1975) 3469
G.M. Dugacheva and N.V. Avrancnko, Russian J. Phys. Chem., 50 (1976) 1350

V

Schadee suggereert ten onrechte dat quantum beats in de fosforescentie van
aromatische molekulen alleen kunnen worden waargenomen wanneer tenminste twee
van de drie spinniveau's van de laagste aangeslagen triplet toestand dezelfde
symmetrie hebben.
R.A. Schadee, proefschrift 1978, Leiden, pag. 9, 30 en 39

VI

Indien Cini et al. bij de berekening van de hoekafhankelijkheid van de ESR
lijnbreedte een hoekonafhankelijke bijdrage zouden hebben meegenomen, zouden
zij tot de conclusie zijn gekomen dat hun metingen meer wijzen op een driedimensionale dan op een één-dimensionale magnetische interactie.
R. Cini, P. Colamarino, P.L. Orioli, L.S. Sirith, P.R. Newman, H.D. Gillman
and P. Nannelli, Inorg. Chen., 16 (1977) 3223
J.J. Mooij, proefschrift 1976, Nijneger, pag. 39

VII

Er wordt nog te weinig aandacht besteed aan do mogelijKheid om met tweedimensionale Fourier Transform NMR C-Η afstanden in één-kristallen te meten.

J. van Dongen Torman

Nijmegen, 18 mei 1978

